
Adele’s new album 30 blasts in at No. 1 on the Bill-
board 200 albums chart, debuting with the largest 
week of 2021 for any album, while the set is already 
the biggest-selling album of the year. It’s the third No. 
1 for the superstar, following 25 (10 weeks on top in 
2015-16) and 21 (24 weeks in 2011-12).

30 is Adele’s first album in six years, since she re-
leased 25 on Nov. 20, 2015.

30 starts with 839,000 equivalent album units 
earned in the U.S. in the week ending Nov. 25, accord-
ing to MRC Data. That’s by far the largest week of the 
year for any album by units earned, surpassing the 
debut of Drake’s Certified Lover Boy, which earned 
613,000 units in the week ending Sept. 9.

The Billboard 200 chart ranks the most popular 
albums of the week in the U.S. based on multi-metric 
consumption as measured in equivalent album units. 
Units comprise album sales, track equivalent albums 
(TEA) and streaming equivalent albums (SEA). Each 
unit equals one album sale, or 10 individual tracks 
sold from an album, or 3,750 ad-supported or 1,250 
paid/subscription on-demand official audio and video 

streams generated by songs from an album. The new 
Dec. 4, 2021-dated chart (where 30 debuts at No. 1) 
will be posted in full on Billboard‘s website on Nov. 30. 
For all chart news, follow @billboard and @billboard-
charts on both Twitter and Instagram.

Of 30’s 839,000 equivalent album units earned 
in the U.S. in the week ending Nov. 25, album sales 
comprise 692,000, SEA units comprise 141,000 (equal-
ing 185.39 million on-demand streams of the set’s 12 
tracks) and TEA units comprise 6,000 units.

30’s 692,000 album sales’ total is easily the largest 
sales week of the year for any album. It nearly doubles 
the year’s previous biggest sales week, when Taylor 
Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Version) sold 369,000 in the week 
ending Nov. 18.

Further, 30’s sales of 692,000 immediately make 
the set the biggest-selling album of the entire year, 
surpassing the total sales of any album over the past 11 
months combined. The year’s previous biggest-selling 
album was Swift’s 2020 release Evermore, which has 
sold 471,000 in 2021.
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Of 30’s total album sales (692,000), physi-
cal album sales account for 487,000 of that 
figure (378,000 in CDs; 108,000 in vinyl 
LPs; and just under 2,000 in cassette tapes) 
and digital album sales comprise 205,000. 
(30 has the second-largest sales week for a 
vinyl album since MRC Data began track-
ing sales in 1991. Only Swift’s Red [Taylor’s 
Version] has sold more copies on vinyl in a 
single week since 1991, with 114,000 sold in 
the week ending Nov. 18, as reflected on the 
charts dated Nov. 27.)

The standard 12-track edition of the 30 al-
bum was available as a CD, digital album and 
black vinyl LP widely in the U.S. Adele’s of-
ficial webstore exclusively sold the cassette 
tape edition of the album, as well as two 
deluxe boxed sets.

Beyond the standard widely available 
editions of the album, and Adele’s webstore 
offerings, the only other variants of the 
album available in the U.S. were a 15-track 
CD exclusive to Target and two vinyl LP 
variants – one exclusive to Amazon (a 
white-colored vinyl LP) and the other solely 
available through Walmart (a clear-colored 
LP). The Target CD contains three exclu-
sive audio tracks, including a version of the 
album’s lead single “Easy on Me” featur-
ing Chris Stapleton; the song is by Adele 
solo on all other versions of the set. Target is 
the only U.S. retailer with any bonus audio 
tracks for 30.

30’s first-week sales of 692,000 not only 

mark the single-largest sales frame of 2021, 
but the largest sales week for any album 
since 2017. The last time an album sold more 
copies in a single week was when Taylor 
Swift’s Reputation debuted with 1.216 mil-
lion copies sold in the week ending Nov. 
16, 2017 (reflected on the Dec. 2, 2017-dated 
charts).

In its debut week, Reputation was not 
available in full on streaming services, and 
its digital album was exclusively sold via the 
Apple iTunes Store and Swift’s webstore. 
The album was also available in two Target-
exclusive zine/CD editions, but not on vinyl 
or cassette. No bonus tracks were featured 
on any version of the album in its release 
week. First-week sales of Reputation were 
also likely enhanced by fan participation 
in the Taylor Swift Tix powered by Tick-
etmaster Verified Fan program, where the 
purchase of an album would help secure 
greater access to Swift’s then-upcoming sta-
dium tour. (Such a promotion is no longer 
eligible to count toward charted sales, as 
of Oct. 9, 2020.)

In terms of streams, 30 debuts with 
141,000 SEA units – totaling 185.39 mil-
lion on-demand streams of the album’s 12 
tracks. That’s the fourth-largest streaming 
debut of 2021 for an album by a woman, 
after the opening weeks of Red (Taylor’s 
Version) (303.23 million), Olivia Rodri-
go’s Sour (300.73 million) and Summer 
Walker’s Still Over It (201.07 million). (Each 

of those figures is a weekly total of streams 
for each album’s songlist. The sum of Red 
[Taylor’s Version] reflected 30 tracks in its 
debut week, Sour had 11, Still Over It had 20 
and 30 has 12.)

Comparably, Adele’s last album, 25, 
was not available to listen to in full on 
streaming services in its first week of re-
lease. 25 didn’t arrive in full on streamers 
until seven months later, in June of 2016.

30 was ushered in by the single “Easy on 
Me,” which has spent four weeks atop the 
Billboard Hot 100 songs chart (through the 
most recently published list, dated Nov. 27). 
The album was also supported by a 90-min-
ute CBS TV special on Nov. 14, in which 
Adele performed songs in concert and sat 
down for an interview with Oprah Winfrey. 
Adele has also recently graced the magazine 
covers of American Vogue and Rolling Stone.

Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Version) falls from 
No. 1 to No. 2 in its second week, with 
159,000 equivalent album units earned 
(down 74%). Drake’s former No. 1 Certi-
fied Lover Boy climbs 5-3 with 53,000 units 
(though down 7%), Silk Sonic’s An Evening 
With Silk Sonic dips 2-4 in its second week 
with 50,000 (down 52%), Morgan Wallen’s 
chart-topping Dangerous: The Double Al-
bum rises 6-5 with 48,000 units (up 6%) and 
Summer Walker’s former leader Still Over 
It falls 4-6 with just under 48,000 (down 
25%).

Robert Plant and Alison Krauss’ second 
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collaborative album, Raise the Roof, debuts 
at No. 7 on the Billboard 200. It’s the ninth 
top 10 for Plant as a solo artist, and the 
fifth for Krauss (including her work with 
Union Station). Raise the Roof follows Plant 
and Krauss’ first teaming, on the 2007 
album Raising Sand, which debuted and 
peaked at No. 2. The set later won the Gram-
my Award for album of the year. (Legendary 
rock band Led Zeppelin, with Plant as a 
member, has banked 13 top 10s on the tally, 
including seven No. 1s, beginning in 1969.)

Raise the Roof starts with a little over 
40,000 equivalent album units earned. Of 
that sum, album sales comprise 38,000, SEA 
units comprise 2,000 (equaling 2.17 million 
on-demand streams of the album’s songs) 
and TEA units comprise less than 1,000.

Olivia Rodrigo’s former No. 1 Sour climbs 
11-8 with 40,000 equivalent album units 
earned (up 23%).

Michael Bublé’s chart-topping Christ-
mas album jingles its way back to the top 
10, as the album, first released in 2011, bolts 
22-9 with 39,000 equivalent album units 
earned (up 77%). The set gets a boost cour-
tesy of promotion around a 10th anniversary 
deluxe reissue that was released on Nov. 19, 
which includes additional tracks.

Christmas spent five weeks at No. 1 in late 
2011 and early 2012 and has returned to the 
top 10 in every Christmas season since.

Closing out the new top 10 on the Bill-
board 200 is The Weeknd’s hits compila-

tion The Highlights, which re-enters the 
chart at No. 10 with 37,000 equivalent album 
units earned (up 724%). The album debuted 
and peaked at No. 2 on the Feb. 20-dated 
chart. The Highlights was sparked in the 
latest tracking week by its release on vinyl 
LP, as 91% of the album’s sales for the week 
were on vinyl (a little over 5,000 of a nearly 
6,000 sold). 

Adele’s ‘Easy on 
Me’ Rebounds for 
Fifth Week Atop 
Billboard Hot 
100, ‘Oh My God’ 
Debuts at No. 5
BY GARY TRUST

A
s Adele‘s new LP 30 blasts in at 
No. 1 on the Billboard 200 al-
bums chart with the biggest 
week of 2021, lead single “Easy 

on Me” rebounds for a fifth week atop 
the Billboard Hot 100 songs chart.

The ballad reigns as the most-streamed 
and top-selling song of the week — and, for 
the first time, the most-heard hit on radio. 

Notably, it’s the first song to lead in all three 
metrics simultaneously since Luis Fonsi 
and Daddy Yankee’s “Despacito,” featuring 
Justin Bieber, in 2017.

Additionally, fellow 30 track “Oh My God” 
launches at No. 5 on the Hot 100.

The Hot 100 blends all-genre U.S. stream-
ing (official audio and official video), radio 
airplay and sales data. All charts (dated Dec. 
4) will update on Billboard.com tomorrow 
(Nov. 30). For all chart news, you can follow 
@billboard and @billboardcharts on both 
Twitter and Instagram.

“Easy on Me,” released Oct. 14 on Colum-
bia Records, drew 93.2 million radio airplay 
audience impressions (up 11%) and 37.5 
million U.S. streams (up 55%, as it claims 
the Hot 100’s top Streaming Gainer award) 
and sold 27,600 downloads (up 11%) in the 
Nov. 19-25 tracking week, according to MRC 
Data.

With its fifth week atop the Hot 100, the 
ballad ties for Adele’s third-longest Hot 100 
reign among her five No. 1s:

“Hello,” No. 1 for 10 weeks, beginning Nov. 
14, 2015 
“Rolling in the Deep,” seven, May 21, 2011 
“Easy on Me,” five, to-date, Oct. 30, 2021 
“Someone Like You,” five, Sept. 17, 2011 
“Set Fire to the Rain,” two, Feb. 4, 2012

“Easy on Me” concurrently returns for a 
fifth week atop the Streaming Songs chart 
and takes over atop Radio Songs, becom-
ing Adele’s fifth No. 1 on the latter rank-
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Sam Hunt’s second studio full-length, and first in over five years, Southside 
(MCA Nashville/Universal Music Group Nashville), debuts at No. 1 on Billboard’s 
Top Country Albums chart dated April 18. In its first week (ending April 9), it 
earned 46,000 equivalent album units, including 16,000 in album sales, ac-
cording to Nielsen Music/MRC Data.

Southside marks Hunt’s second No. 1 on the 
chart and fourth top 10. It follows freshman LP 
Montevallo, which arrived at the summit in No-
vember 2014 and reigned for nine weeks. To date, 
Montevallo has earned 3.9 million units, with 1.4 
million in album sales.

Montevallo has spent 267 weeks on the list, tying 
Luke Bryan’s Crash My Party as the sixth-longest-
running titles in the chart’s 56-year history.

On the all-genre Billboard 200, Southside ar-
rives at No. 5, awarding Hunt his second top 10 
after the No. 3-peaking Montevallo.

Hunt first released the EP X2C, which debuted 
and peaked at No. 5 on Top Country Albums in August 2014. Following 
Montevallo, Between the Pines: Acoustic Mixtape started at its No. 7 high in 
November 2015.

Montevallo produced five singles, four of which hit the pinnacle of Country 
Airplay: “Leave the Night On,” “Take Your Time,” “House Party” and “Make 
You Miss Me.” “Break Up in a Small Town” peaked at No. 2.

Hunt co-penned all 12 songs on Southside, including “Body Like a Back 
Road,” which was released in 2017. The smash hit ruled Country Airplay for 
three weeks and the airplay-, streaming- and sales-based Hot Country Songs 
chart for a then-record 34 frames. It now ranks second only to Bebe Rexha and 
Florida Georgia Line’s “Meant to Be” (50 weeks atop the latter list in 2017-18).

“Downtown’s Dead,” which is also on the new set, reached Nos. 14 and 15 
on Hot Country Songs and Country Airplay, respectively, in June 2018. “Kin-
folks” led Country Airplay on Feb. 29, becoming Hunt’s seventh No. 1. It hit 
No. 3 on Hot Country Songs.

Latest single “Hard to Forget” jumps 17-9 on Hot Country Songs. It’s his 
eighth top 10, having corralled 8.2 million U.S. streams (up 96%) and 5,000 in 

sales (up 21%) in the tracking week. On Country Airplay, it hops 18-15 (11.9 mil-
lion audience impressions, up 16%).

TRY TO ‘CATCH’ UP WITH YOUNG Brett Young achieves his fifth consecutive 
and total Country Airplay No. 1 as “Catch” (Big Machine Label Group) ascends 

2-1, increasing 13% to 36.6 million impressions.
Young’s first of six chart entries, “Sleep With-

out You,” reached No. 2 in December 2016. He 
followed with the multiweek No. 1s “In Case You 
Didn’t Know” (two weeks, June 2017), “Like I Loved 
You” (three, January 2018), “Mercy” (two, August 
2018) and “Here Tonight” (two, April 2019).

“Catch” completes his longest journey to No. 1, 
having taken 46 weeks to reach the apex. It out-
paces the 30-week climb of “Here Tonight.”

On Hot Country Songs, “Catch” pushes 7-5 for 
a new high.

COMBS ‘DOES’ IT AGAIN Luke Combs’ “Does to Me” (River House/Columbia 
Nashville), featuring Eric Church, ascends 11-8 on Country Airplay, up 10% to 
24.7 million in audience. The song is Combs’ eighth straight career-opening 
top 10, following a record run of seven consecutive out-of-the-gate, properly 
promoted No. 1 singles.

Church adds his 15th Country Airplay top 10.

THAT TOOK QUITE ‘A FEW’ MONTHS Travis Denning shatters the record for 
the most weeks it has taken to penetrate the Country Airplay top 10 as “After 
a Few” (Mercury Nashville) climbs 12-10 in its 57th week, up 4% to 21.4 mil-
lion in radio reach.

The song surpasses two tracks that took 50 weeks each to enter the top 10: 
Easton Corbin’s “A Girl Like You,” which reached No. 10 in January 2018 be-
fore peaking at No. 6 that February, and Aaron Watson’s “Outta Style,” which 
achieved its No. 10 high in December 2017.

“After” is Denning’s second Country Airplay entry. “David Ashley Parker 
From Powder Springs” traveled to No. 32 in September 2018. 

SamHunt’s Southside Rules Top Country 
Albums; Brett Young ‘Catch’-es Fifth Airplay 

Leader; Travis Denning Makes History

ON THE CHARTS JIM ASKER jim.asker@billboard.com
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analysis on the year’s top artists, titles and labels as 
well as the year’s top producers, songwriters and 
publishers.

The year-end Boxscore rankings will shine a light on  
the most successful tours as well as the top venues  
and promoters.
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ing, via the same titles as her Hot 100 No. 
1s. “Easy on Me” reaches the Radio Songs 
summit in its sixth week on the chart, tying 
Silk Sonic’s “Leave the Door Open” for the 
quickest ascent to the top this year; before 
both songs, no track had led so quickly since 
Ed Sheeran’s “Shape of You” (also six weeks, 
in 2017).

Sporting top 10 showings at individual 
radio formats, “Easy on Me” tops Adult Pop 
Airplay for a second week; ranks at No. 2 
on Adult Contemporary (after three weeks 
at No. 1) and Pop Airplay, No. 3 on Adult 
Alternative Airplay and No. 6 on Dance/
Mix Show Airplay (thanks to remixes); and 
hits the top 10 (11-9) on Adult R&B Airplay.

Impressively, “Easy on Me” dominates 
in all three of the Hot 100’s metrics (air-
play, streaming and sales), marking the first 
song to don such a triple crown in a single 
week since Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee’s 
juggernaut “Despacito,” featuring Justin 
Bieber, for five weeks in July-August 2017. 
(Note that while it sold the most of all songs 
in the Nov. 19-25 tracking week, “Easy on 
Me” does not appear on the Dec. 4 Digital 
Song Sales chart, which reflects total weekly 
sales activity, i.e., net sales based on both 
weekly purchases and total “returns” when 
consumers complete album purchases — 
which, in effect, count as a negative sale for 
tracks customers have already purchased 
— as with 30 in the latest tracking frame, via 
platforms such as the iTunes Store.)

Meanwhile, fellow 30 cut “Oh My God” 
roars onto the Hot 100 at No. 5, with 24.2 
million streams, as it starts at No. 3 on 
Streaming Songs; 6.8 million in airplay audi-
ence; and 3,300 downloads sold, good for a 
No. 28 entrance on Digital Song Sales.

Adele adds her eighth Hot 100 top 10. In 
addition to her five No. 1s and “Oh My God,” 
she reached No. 8 with both “Skyfall” (Octo-
ber 2012) and “Send My Love (To Your New 
Lover)” (September 2016).

Plus, thanks to “Easy on Me” at No. 1 and 
“Oh My God” at No. 5, Adele boasts simul-
taneous top five Hot 100 hits for a second 
time; “Set Fire to the Rain” and “Rolling in 
the Deep” placed at Nos. 2 and 5, respec-
tively, on the March 3, 2012, chart, after 
Adele performed the latter at that year’s 
Grammy Awards, while the song won for 

record and song of the year and parent 
LP 21 took the trophy for album of the year.

“Oh My God” is likewise already being 
supported at multiple radio formats, as it 
flies 40-22 on Adult Pop Airplay and debuts 
at No. 40 on Pop Airplay.

As previously reported, Adele’s al-
bum 30, released Friday, Nov. 19, rockets in 
at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 with 839,000 
equivalent album units, including 692,000 
in album sales, both weekly bests for a title 
this year.

The Kid LAROI and Bieber’s “Stay” 
rebounds 3-2 on the Hot 100, after seven 
weeks at No. 1. It concurrently leads Pop 
Airplay for a 13th week, moving to within 
one frame of Ace of Base’s record 14-week 
reign with “The Sign” in 1994.

Lil Nas X and Jack Harlow’s “Industry 
Baby” rises 4-3 on the Hot 100, after a week 
at No. 1, as it logs a 14th week atop both 
the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs and Hot Rap 
Songs charts, which employ the same multi-
metric methodology as the Hot 100.

Taylor Swift’s “All Too Well (Taylor’s Ver-
sion)” drops to No. 4 on the Hot 100, a week 
after it soared in at No. 1. After opening 
atop both Streaming Songs and Digital Song 
Sales, it descends to No. 2 on the former 
tally (25.8 million, down 53%) and No. 9 
on the latter (6,300, down 89%). The track 
also tops the multi-metric Hot Country 
Songs chart for a second week.

Meanwhile, airplay for the song, which 
runs 10 minutes and 13 seconds in its longest 
mix, a record for a Hot 100 No. 1, is up 
156% to 731,000 impressions (via all its ver-
sions). Although not being promoted as a 
proper radio single from Swift’s album Red 
(Taylor’s Version), seven stations that con-
tribute to the Radio Songs chart played it 
10 or more times in the tracking week (up 
from four a week earlier), led by Pop Airplay 
panelists WPRO Providence, R.I. (52), and 
WDJQ Canton, Ohio (32), and Adult Pop 
Airplay reporter WWBX Boston (20).

(“Message in a Bottle [Taylor’s Version] 
[From the Vault]” is the current radio single 
from Red [Taylor’s Version]; it jumps 22-16 
on Adult Pop Airplay and 38-26 on Pop Air-
play as the Greatest Gainer on both charts.)

Ed Sheeran’s “Shivers” ascends 7-6 on 
the Hot 100, after reaching No. 5, and Glass 

Animals’ “Heat Waves” climbs 8-7 for a new 
best, as it leads the multi-metric Hot Rock 
& Alternative Songs and Hot Alternative 
Songs charts for a 10th week each.

Sheeran’s “Bad Habits” dips 6-8 on the 
Hot 100, after reaching No. 2. It also hits 
No. 1 on Adult Contemporary, where it’s 
his fourth leader; his prior three all logged 
lengthy reigns: “Thinking Out Loud” (19 
weeks at No. 1, beginning in March 2015), 
“Shape of You” (24 weeks, beginning in May 
2017) and “Perfect” (22 weeks, beginning in 
February 2018).

Rounding out the Hot 100’s top 10, Doja 
Cat’s “Need to Know” holds at No. 9, after 
hitting No. 8, and Silk Sonic’s “Smokin Out 
the Window” slides to No. 10 from its No. 
5 peak, although it wins top Airplay Gainer 
honors on the Hot 100 (23.2 million, up 
72%) and leads the multi-metric Hot R&B 
Songs chart for a third week.

Again, for all chart news, you can follow 
@billboard and @billboardcharts on both 
Twitter and Instagram and all charts (dated 
Dec. 4), including the Hot 100 in its entirety, 
will refresh on Billboard.com tomorrow 
(Nov. 30). 

U.S. Vinyl Album 
Sales Surge After 
Walmart Sale & 
Debut of Taylor 
Swift’s ‘Red 
(Taylor’s Version)’
BY KEITH CAULFIELD

W
eekly U.S. vinyl album 
sales surged past 1 million 
copies for the first time 
in four months, thanks 

in large part to sale pricing and promotion 
at Walmart stores for a selection of titles, 
as well as the Nov. 12 release of Taylor 
Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Version).

In the week ending Nov. 18, there were 
1.06 million vinyl albums sold in the U.S. 
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UBS ARENA OPENING
2 0 2 1

On December 18, Billboard will spotlight the 
opening of UBS Arena at Belmont Park, the 
arena that’s made for music and built for 
hockey. New York's newest premier 
 entertainment and sports venue and home of 
the New York Islanders is developed in 
partnership with Oak View Group, the New 
York Islanders, and Jeff Wilpon. The $1.1 billion 
multi-purpose, state of the art arena will host 
more than 150 major events annually while 
delivering an unmatched live entertainment 
experience including clear sightlines and 
premier acoustics. 

UBS Arena at Belmont Park kicks off its music 
programming with Harry Styles for his last 2021 
Love on Tour show on November 28. Additional 
programming includes Eric Church, Genesis, 
Trans-Siberian Orchestra, a sold out Sebastian 
Maniscalco show, Imagine Dragons, TOOL, John 
Mayer, New Kids on the Block and Roger Waters.

Please join Billboard in congratulating UBS Arena 
on their grand opening!
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according to MRC Data – an increase of 
52% compared the previous week (697,000). 
It’s the ninth time vinyl album sales have 
exceeded 1 million copies in a single week 
since MRC Data began electronically 
tracking sales in 1991, and all of the million-
selling weeks have happened since 2019. 
It last occurred in the week ending July 22, 
following Record Store Day 2021’s second 
drop on July 17.

During the tracking week ending Nov. 
18, Walmart stores promoted 25 different 
vinyl albums for just $15 each – all of which 
were exclusive variants to Walmart. Among 
the titles: the Dirty Dancing soundtrack 
(on purple-colored vinyl), Michael Jack-
son’s Dangerous (a double-LP set on silver-
colored vinyl) and Ozzy Osbourne’s Diary 
of a Madman (on blue swirl-colored vinyl).

Collectively, the 25 albums that were part 
of Walmart’s promotion sold 140,000 copies 
in the week ending Nov. 18 (up 709% from 
just 17,000 sold the week previous) – across 
all of their various vinyl editions at all retail-
ers (including the Walmart-only variants). 
It’s likely most of those sales were driven by 
the Walmart-exclusive editions.

Also helping vinyl album sales in the 
week ending Nov. 18: the arrival of Taylor 
Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Version), with 114,000 
copies sold (the single-largest sales week 
for a vinyl album since MRC Data began 
tracking sales in 1991).

All told, more than half of the titles on 
Billboard’s 25-position Vinyl Albums chart 
(dated Nov. 27) were part of Walmart’s $15 
vinyl sale. Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Version) de-
buts at No. 1.

The Vinyl Albums chart ranks the top-
selling vinyl albums of the week in the U.S. 

UK Proposes 
Law Demanding 
Record Labels 
Pay Artists More 
for Streams
BY RICHARD SMIRKE

L
ONDON – A member of the British 
Parliament has proposed a law 
requiring record companies to 
pay musicians and songwriters a 

bigger cut of revenue from music streams 
on platforms like Spotify and Apple Music, 
a move that would bring streaming closer in 
line with radio and television broadcasts in 
the country.

The Copyright (Rights and Remuneration 
of Musicians) Bill was published Wednes-
day (Nov. 24) and will be presented to 
Parliament on Dec. 3. Kevin Brennan, an 
MP from the opposition Labour Party who 
introduced the bill, says the proposed law 
“seeks to allow performers and composers 
to access means to ensure a fair sharing of 
revenues generated from their works.”

The bill would obligate record companies 
to pay performers ‘equitable remuneration’ 
when music is streamed. A similar statutory 
right already exists in the U.K. for TV and 
radio broadcasts, where performers receive 
50% of the revenues distributed by the col-
lecting society PPL, with the rest going to 
record labels and publishers.

If a version of equitable remuneration 
were applied to music streams it could re-
sult in a significant change from the current 
arrangement, in which DSPs retain 30% of 
streaming revenue, with around 55% goings 
to record labels (who then pay a royalty to 
artists), and 15% passing to the publisher 
and songwriter (typically split 80/20 be-
tween songwriter and publisher). The pro-
posed copyright reforms state that revenue 
splits resulting from equitable remuneration 
would need be negotiated between perform-
ers and labels.

The bill also calls for labels and mu-

sic publishers to provide performers and 
songwriters with comprehensive quarterly 
reports detailing how their works are used 
online and what income is generated.

While artist and songwriter groups 
have welcomed reforms to the streaming 
economy, record labels and rights holders 
reacted harshly on Wednesday to the new 
bill. Industry groups argue that equitable 
remuneration would impact their ability to 
negotiate competitive deals with stream-
ing services on behalf of artists and would 
greatly reduce the amount of money they 
would have to invest in new artists, market-
ing and A&R.

The bill “would bind British music in red 
tape, reduce income for the most entre-
preneurial artists, stifle investment and 
innovation by record labels, and dispropor-
tionately harm the independent sector,” says 
a spokesperson for labels trade body BPI, 
which represents all three major labels and 
many independents.

“It completely misunderstands today’s 
music business,” says the BPI, “and the value 
that labels provide in finding and nurturing 
talent.”

Independent labels group AIM said it was 
also concerned about the proposals. “The 
approach to streaming should be data first, 
discussion second, and law last,” it tweeted. 
“Legislating before this is reckless.”

Other proposed changes to the U.K. law 
include a “contract adjustment” right for 
performers and songwriters where they 
believe their royalty rates are dispropor-
tionally low. This will most benefit heritage 
artists signed to ‘legacy’ contracts where 
royalty rates are far lower than the 20% to 
25% that’s typical for new artist deals.

Television and radio broadcasting, which 
is licensed under equitable remuneration 
in the U.K., generated £85 million ($113 
million) in 2020, compared to £628 million 
($838 million) from streaming, around 1/7th 
of the total, according to BPI.

The legislative proposals come on the 
back of a high-profile artist-led cam-
paign for U.K. musicians and performers to 
receive a higher share of streaming reve-
nues. The Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 
(DCMS) Committee, made up of 11 MPs, 
including Brennan and chair Julian Knight, 
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CELEBRATING THE POWER  
PLAYERS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
The 2022 BILLBOARD POWER LIST will celebrate 
the executives who are creating excitement and 
making a difference in the global music industry. 
Featured will be those who have had the greatest 
impact in recorded music, live entertainment, 
touring, publishing and other industry verticals 
who have had great success in the past year.

Take this opportunity to congratulate the  
2022 Billboard Power List honorees. Your ad will  

decision-makers in the global music industry.
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spent eight months investigating the U.K. 
music industry.

It published a damning report in July 
recommending a “complete reset” of the 
streaming business, arguing it was unsus-
tainable in its current form, and said the 
dominance of Universal Music, Sony Music 
and Warner Music was “distorting the 
market.”

Last month, the U.K. competition regula-
tor said it was launching a review of the 
streaming sector, further ramping up the 
pressure on major label bosses. Preliminary 
work on that probe by the Competition 
and Markets Authority (CMA) is underway 
ahead of it conducting a market study of 
the U.K. music business. The CMA is also 
currently investigating Sony’s $430 mil-
lion acquisition of Kobalt Music Group’s 
independent distribution and label division 
AWAL.

In the U.K., the three majors make up 75% 
of the recorded music market, with inde-
pendents accounting for the remaining 25%, 
according to the Association of Independent 
Music (AIM). Streaming now accounts for 
four-fifths (80.6%) of all music consumption 
in the U.K., according to BPI.

“The growth of the streaming market has 
diverted too much wealth to multinational 
record labels at the expense of music mak-
ers,” said Graham Davies, CEO of The Ivors 
Academy, welcoming the bill. “These market 
distortions must be fixed.”

In October, 44 MPs wrote to the British 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson calling for 
the introduction of equitable remunera-
tion to grant performers a greater share of 
streaming revenues.

The proposed bill will have its second 
reading in the House of Commons next Fri-
day. If it passes, it will then go to Committee 
Stage before passing through to the House 
of Lords.

Getting the reforms passed into law is a 
lengthy and long-winded process, however. 
The proposed bill will have its second read-
ing in the House of Commons next Friday, 
where MPs will debate its general contents. 
If it passes, it will then go to Commit-
tee Stage and then a Report Stage, where 
detailed examination of the bill takes place, 
including any suggested amendments and 

new clauses. After being approved by the 
House of Commons, the bill still has to be 
passed by the House of Lords, which also 
requires multiple readings, before it receives 
Royal Ascent and passes into law.

UPDATE: This article was updated Nov. 
25 at 1:15 p.m. to correct the sponsor of the 
proposed streaming law. Kevin Brennan, the 
Labour Party MP, introduced the bill. 

Live Nation 
Among Stocks 
Down Amid 
Fears Over New 
COVID-19 Variant
BY BILLBOARD STAFF

S
tock prices around the globe fell 
on Friday (Nov. 26) after the World 
Health Organization warned of 
a new, fast-spreading COVID-19 

variant discovered in South Africa.
One of the stocks affected most was Live 

Nation, which dropped 8.06% on Friday in 
a shortened day of trading. After rising from 
$67 a share a year ago to a 52-week high 
of $127.75 a share in early November, the 
stock closed at $112.66 Monday, then fell to 
$103.52 today.

The Dow Industrial Average fell 905 
points, or 2.5%, marking its largest one-day 
percentage drop since October 2020.

The World Health Organization said 
on Friday that the new variant — called 
Omicron — “has a large number of muta-
tions, some of which are concerning.” The 
organization added, “Preliminary evidence 
suggests an increased risk of reinfection 
with this variant.”

It is not yer clear how widespread the 
variant is. 

Twitter Co-
Founder Jack 
Dorsey Announces 
He Is Stepping 
Down as CEO
BY ALEX WEPRIN

T
witter CEO and co-founder Jack 
Dorsey will step down as 
the tech company’s chief execu-
tive. Parag Agrawal, Twitter’s 

CTO, will succeed Dorsey as the company’s 
new CEO, effective immediately.

Twitter announced the news Monday, 
with the company’s board unanimously 
approving of Agrawal as Dorsey’s replace-
ment. Dorsey will remain on Twitter’s board 
of directors through his current term, which 
runs into 2022. Once his term ends, Dorsey 
told staff in an email (with the subject 
line “Fly”) that he will leave the company 
entirely. Current board member Bret Taylor 
will become the company’s chairman.

“I’ve decided to leave Twitter because I 
believe the company is ready to move on 
from its founders. My trust in Parag as Twit-
ter’s CEO is deep. His work over the past 10 
years has been transformational. I’m deeply 
grateful for his skill, heart, and soul. It’s his 
time to lead,” said Dorsey in a statement.

“He’s been my choice for some time given 
how deeply he understands the company 
and its needs. Parag has been behind every 
critical decision that helped turn this com-
pany around,” Dorsey added in the email to 
staff Monday.

Dorsey, who is also the CEO of the global 
payments company Square, will continue to 
lead the financial firm even as he steps away 
from his duties at Twitter.

This is actually the second time that Dors-
ey is stepping down as CEO of Twitter.

Dorsey co-founded Twitter in 2006 along 
side Biz Stone and Evan Williams, and was 
the social media company’s first CEO. He 
would shift to a chairman position on the 
company’s board in 2008, and returned to 
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the CEO role in 2015 following the depar-
ture of then-CEO Dick Costolo.

Under his leadership Twitter forged close 
relationships with many of the entertain-
ment giants, including exclusive program-
ming and live coverage, as well as ad sales 
partnerships around events like the Olym-
pics and FIFA World Cup. But he was also 
a controversial leader, not only for his oc-
casionally esoteric commentary, but also for 
what was sometimes viewed as a slow pace 
of development at the tech giant, at least 
compared to some of its perceived peers.

Dorsey also made the call to ban former 
president Donald Trump from the platform 
following the riot at the Capitol in January, 
though he added that “this moment in time 
might call for this dynamic, but over the 
long term it will be destructive to the noble 
purpose and ideals of the open internet.”

Known for his casual and laid back style 
and futurism-laden commentary on his 
vision for the world, Dorsey in more recent 
years has shifted his focus to cryptocur-
rency, and specifically Bitcoin. Dorsey told 
analysts over the summer that the crypto-
currency will become “hugely important” 
for the company adding that he was “focus-
ing on the use case of the internet having 
a native currency, and Bitcoin is the best 
candidate for that role. If the Internet has 
a native currency, a global currency, we are 
able to move so much faster.”

Dorsey would go on to sell his first tweet, 
“just setting up my twttr” as an NFT, raising 
nearly $3 million for charity in doing so.

Still, that focus on crypto, which has 
obvious implications for his other company, 
Square, also saw Twitter go through some 
rocky patches. In its last quarterly earnings 
report, the company missed its Wall Street 
expectations on revenue and earnings per 
share, and swung to a loss due to a lawsuit.

Twitter stock rose by more than 10 per-
cent in the minutes after CNBC’s David Fa-
ber first reported that Dorsey was expected 
to step down.

“I want you all to know that this was my 
decision and I own it. It was a tough one for 
me, of course,” he wrote in his email, which 
he shared on his Twitter account. “I love 
this service and this company… and all of 
you so much. I’m really sad, yet really happy. 

There aren’t many companies that get to 
this level, and there aren’t many founders 
that choose their company over their own 
ego. I know we’ll prove this was the right 
move.”

This article was originally published 
by The Hollywood Reporter. 

Stephen 
Sondheim, 
Master of Musical 
Theater, Dies at 91
BY THR STAFF

S
tephen Sondheim, the sublime 
and sophisticated composer 
and lyricist who revolutionized 
American musical theater with 

such achievements as Company, Swee-
ney Todd, Sunday in the Park With 
George and Into the Woods, has died, accord-
ing to The New York Times. He was 91.

Sondheim, who was mentored by Oscar 
Hammerstein II and Leonard Bernstein 
en route to collecting nine Tony Awards, a 
Pulitzer Prize, an Oscar and eight Grammys 
during his incomparable career, died early 
Friday (Nov. 26) at his home in Roxbury, 
Conn, according to his lawyer and friend, F. 
Richard Pappas, as cited by the Times.

A rep for Sondheim could not be immedi-
ately reached for more information.

In the late 1950s, Sondheim put words to 
Bernstein’s music for the original produc-
tion of West Side Story (“Maria,” “America”), 
then collaborated with Jule Styne on Gyp-
sy (“Everything’s Coming Up Roses”).

The movie soundtrack to West Side 
Story — with lyrics by Sondheim — spent 54 
weeks at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 albums 
chart. That marks the most weeks atop the 
65-year old chart, since the list began regu-
larly publishing on a weekly basis in March 
of 1956. (The album with the second-most 
weeks at No. 1 is Michael Jackson’s Thriller, 
with 37.)

“Send in the Clowns,” his somberly plain-
tiff plea from A Little Night Music, the 1973 

play inspired by Ingmar Bergman’s Smiles 
of a Summer Night, has been recorded by 
such notable singers as Frank Sinatra, Judy 
Collins, Barbra Streisand (and Krusty the 
Clown).

Writing only with soft, Blackwing pencils 
— the brand went out of production years 
ago, so he bought a lifetime supply — the 
meticulous New Yorker delighted in word-
play, and his lyrics were lauded for their wit 
and intricacy.

From his song “Now,” about a lawyer con-
sidering his options to woo his young wife, 
from 1973’s A Little Night Music:

Now, with my mental facilities 
Partially muddied 
And ready to snap 
Now, though there are possibilities 
Still to be studied, I might as well nap 
Bow though I must 
To adjust my original plan 
How shall I sleep 
Half as deep 
As I usually can 
When now I still want and/or love you, 
Now as always, 
Now, Anne?

Sondheim often dealt with subject matter 
far darker than the radiant buoyancy and 
uplifting tales of the typical musical, and his 
productions did not send audiences out of 
the theater smiling and humming.

During his most fertile creative period, 
Sondheim collaborated with producer-
director Hal Prince. They paired on nine 
musicals: 1957’s West Side Story, 1962’s A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum, 1970’s Company, 1971’s Follies, A 
Little Night Music, 1976’s Pacific Overtures, 
1979’s Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of 
Fleet Street, 1981’s Merrily We Roll Along and 
2003’s Bounce.

After parting ways with Prince in the ear-
ly 1980s, Sondheim worked with playwright 
James Lapine, collaborating on the Pulitzer-
winning Sunday in the Park With George, 
the 1984 Broadway production that starred 
Mandy Patinkin and Bernadette Peters in a 
story about an iconoclastic artist.

The musical, which was inspired by the 
Georges Seurat painting A Sunday After-
noon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, was 
honored with the Pulitzer Prize for drama 
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and two Tonys.
“They were writing it as we were rehears-

ing it and still writing it after we’d opened 
off-Broadway in 1983,” Peters recalled in a 
2014 interview with The Guardian news-
paper. “Every day, Steve would come along 
with a new song that we’d put in the show 
that night or the next.

“I remember how exciting it was when 
‘Finishing the Hat’ came in. And then we 
went to Broadway and more songs came in, 
including ‘Children and Art.’ I used to wait 
every night to be able to sing ‘Move On,’ 
which got to be like meditating — it was so 
healing and uplifting.”

Sondheim’s subject matter dealt with 
unmusical emotions like loneliness and ob-
session: In Sweeney Todd, a barber uses his 
cutting skills for murder while his female 
friend cooks the victims into pies.

His Broadway production of Into the 
Woods, a twisted look at classic fairy tales, 
also starred Peters and Joanna Gleason and 
was adapted for the big screen by Rob Mar-
shall in 2014. The film version starred Meryl 
Streep, who in a 2014 interview with The 
Hollywood Reporter recalled nervously 
meeting Sondheim at his Manhattan town-
house after being cast as the Witch.

Streep “asked if he wouldn’t mind auto-
graphing her sheet music. ‘I’d be pleased to,’ 
replied the great man, then scribbled some-
thing down and handed over the pages. His 
inscription to Streep read, ‘Don’t f— it up.’ ”

Stephen Joshua Sondheimwas born 
March 22, 1930, in New York City. His fa-
ther, Herbert, was a dress manufacturer, and 
his mother, Etta, a Parsons School of Design 
graduate who created the designs for the 
gowns. The family lived in a large apartment 
on Central Park West.

Regarding his parents’ marriage, which 
ended when Sondheim was 10, he said, “I 
think — this is my opinion — that it was a 
bargain. I think my mother was in love with 
my father, and he was not in love with her, 
but needed a designer.”

At age 7, Sondheim was taking piano les-
sons. “My father would sit me at the piano 
bench and have me put my hand on his 
little finger, which played the melody over 
the top. At the end of each year, we would 
have to give recitals for all the little kids,” he 

says in Meryle Secrest’s 1998 book, Stephen 
Sondheim: A Life.

“I had a very fleet right hand, so one of 
the first pieces I would play was ‘Flight of 
the Bumblebee’ by Rimsky-Korsakov. My fa-
ther and mother used to take me out of bed 
at cocktail time if they had clients. They’d 
drag me out in my pajamas to play ‘Flight of 
the Bumblebee.’ ”

After his parents’ divorce, Sondheim went 
to live with his mother on a farm in Penn-
sylvania. Their next-door neighbor was the 
legendary librettist and theater producer 
Hammerstein (Show Boat, Oklahoma!), who 
became the boy’s mentor and, as Sondheim 
noted, a surrogate father.

In 1945, Sondheim presented his first 
musical, By George, to Hammerstein, who 
told him: “It’s the worst thing I’ve ever read. 
It was terrible, and if you want to know why 
it’s terrible, I’ll tell you.”

Hammerstein taught him how to con-
struct a musical. “I dare say, at the risk of 
hyperbole, that I learned more that after-
noon than most people learn about song-
writing in a lifetime,” Sondheim recalled 
in Joanne Gordon’s 1997 book Stephen 
Sondheim: A Casebook.

Later, Sondheim attended Williams 
College, where he majored in music. Upon 
graduating in 1950, he won the Hutchinson 
Prize for Composition and a two-year fel-
lowship to study with avant-garde composer 
Milton Babbitt.

“I wanted to learn compositional tech-
nique, and that’s what I learned from him,” 
Sondheim told NPR in 2010.

“We had four-hour sessions once a week, 
and we would spend the first hour analyz-
ing songs by Jerome Kern or by [Buddy] 
DeSylva, [Lew] Brown and [Ray] Henderson 
— the classic songs of the American theater 
and American movies. … We did an hour on 
songs and three hours on Beethoven and 
Bach, and it was all about essentially compo-
sitional analysis. But I only wanted to write 
songs. I didn’t want to write concert music.”

After his musical studies, he worked as a 
scriptwriter for the CBS series Topper, the 
1953-55 comedy adapted from the movie 
about an uptight banker (Leo G. Carroll) 
who can see and hear ghosts.

In 1954, Sondheim composed the music 

and lyrics for Saturday Night, which was to 
open during the 1954-55 Broadway season. 
However, when producer Lemuel Ayers 
died, the rights to the production went to 
his widow and the show did not go on. (It 
finally appeared off-Broadway in 2000.)

“I don’t have any emotional reaction to 
Saturday Night at all — except fondness,” 
he told The New York Times Magazine in 
2000. “It’s not bad stuff for a 23-year-old. 
There are some things that embarrass me so 
much in the lyrics — the missed accents, the 
obvious jokes. But I decided, ‘Leave it. It’s 
my baby pictures. You don’t touch up a baby 
picture — you’re a baby!’ ”

Sondheim got another big break when he 
was introduced to Bernstein, who hired him 
to write the lyrics for West Side Story. That 
play also began his association with Prince, 
who secured the musical’s financing.

In a 2010 interview with ABC’s Nightline, 
Sondheim described his work on the play as 
“embarrassing.”

“Most of the lyrics were sort of … they 
were very self-conscious. Bernstein wanted 
the songs to be … heavy, what he called ‘po-
etic,’ and my idea of poetry and his idea of 
poetry are polar opposites,” he said. “I don’t 
mean that they are terrible; I just mean 
they’re so self-conscious.”

The production, of course, was adapted 
into the 1961 film that went on to col-
lect 10 Oscars, including best picture. He 
then worked with Bernstein as the lyricist 
on Gypsy (1959), starring Ethel Merman.

The first show for which Sondheim wrote 
both the music and lyrics was A Funny 
Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. 
He once said, “When I write words, I’m 
very careful. When you write lyrics, there 
are so few lyrics in the song, so few words 
… in a lyric, each one has enormous weight. 
You know, a line in a song is like a scene in 
a play.”

The only composer-lyricist to win a Tony 
in three consecutive years, Sondheim earned 
his last competitive Tony for 1994’s Passion, 
received a best original song Oscar in 1991 
for Dick Tracy’s “Sooner or Later (I Always 
Get My Man),” performed by Madonna, and 
the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2014.

In 2010, the Henry Miller Theater on 
West 43rd Street in New York was renamed 
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for him.
“I’m interested in the theater because I’m 

interested in communication with audi-
ences,” he once said. “Otherwise, I would 
be in concert music. I’d be in another kind 
of profession. I love the theater as much as 
music, and the whole idea of getting across 
to an audience and making them laugh, 
making them cry — just making them feel — 
is paramount to me.”

This article originally appeared on The 
Hollywood Reporter. 

Kanye West, 
Taylor Swift Added 
to Grammys 
Nominees 
List After Last 
Minute Category 
Expansion: Report
BY ABID RAHMAN

T
he Recording Academy’s surprise 
decision to expand the number of 
nominees in four major Grammy 
categories was made just a day 

before nominations were announced this 
week, paving the way for key showings 
from Taylor Swift, Kanye West and more, 
according to a report.

A New York Times report published 
Wednesday (Nov. 24) said West and Swift, 
already nominated in other categories, 
were late additions to the album of the year 
lineup, with the rapper’s Donda album and 
the singer’s Evermore joining a list con-
taining albums from Justin Bieber, Olivia 
Rodrigo, Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga, Doja 
Cat, H.E.R., Billie Eilish, Lil Nas X and Jon 
Batiste.

The Times also reported that the late 
expansion of the record of the year category 
saw Lil Nas X’s “Montero (Call Me by Your 
Name)” and ABBA’s “I Still Have Faith in 
You” added to the list that already included 

songs by Rodrigo, Bieber, Bennett and Lady 
Gaga, Batiste, Doja Cat, Eilish, Silk Sonic 
and Brandi Carlile.

For the songwriters’ song of the year 
category, the last-minute additions brought 
in Doja Cat’s “Kiss Me More,” and “Right on 
Time” by Carlile. The late expansion of the 
best new artist added Baby Keem and Arooj 
Aftab, according to the report.

The Times reports that it was possible to 
see which artists were added last minute 
as those names were absent from the “final 
nominations list” of eight names in those 
categories, a list the newspaper says was 
created several days before and which it had 
obtained.

While revealing the nominations for the 
2022 Grammys Tuesday, the Recording 
Academy also announced that it was ex-
panding the list of nominees in four general 
field categories, billing the move as a way 
“to make room for more music, more artists 
and more genres, and to embrace the spirit 
of inclusion.”

A letter to members was also made public 
the same day.

On Thursday (Nov. 25), Harvey Mason Jr., 
CEO of the Recording Academy, issued the 
following statement.

“Realizing that today is a time to celebrate 
Thanksgiving with family and friends, we 
reluctantly felt compelled to respond to the 
suggestive and sometimes erroneous reports 
we have seen in the media regarding the 
Academy’s decision to expand our general 
fields from eight to 10 nominees. But first, 
we must pause and give thanks for the many 
blessings bestowed upon us over the last 
year.

“Our music industry has so much to be 
thankful for. The love and passion for what 
our community has produced has also led to 
one of the most robust nominating processes 
in the history of our Academy. I applaud our 
Board of Trustees, for having the agility and 
foresight to approve this expansion as a way 
to honor more music, more artists and more 
genres. And yes, they did it quickly and deci-
sively, and they did it without knowing who 
the additional nominees would be.

“For those who would suggest any coun-
ter-narratives to stir drama and drive clicks, 
I would ask that you please take a fresh look 

at the new Recording Academy.
“Happy Thanksgiving to all of this year’s 

nominees and music fans everywhere.”
The Times report comes at a time the 

Recording Academy, already reeling from a 
series of controversies at the executive man-
agement level, is trying to inject transpar-
ency into its process after repeated criticism 
from prominent artists.

Last year, Canadian singer The Weeknd 
said he would boycott the awards after his 
album After Hours incredibly failed to gain 
a single nomination, despite huge com-
mercial, critical and chart success. After 
the shocking snub, The Weeknd, a hugely 
influential artist, declared the Grammys to 
be “corrupt.”

In an interview with the Times, Mason 
Jr. addressed the last-minute expansion and 
said they had been in the works for years, 
with the introduction happening this year 
after witnessing the Latin Grammys pushing 
their nominee’s list to 12.

Mason Jr. also denied that the addition of 
Swift and West was for commercial reasons 
or shore up flagging television ratings.

The 2022 Grammy Awards take place on 
Jan. 31.

This article was originally published by The 
Hollywood Reporter. 

Virgil Abloh,  
Off-White and 
Louis Vuitton 
Designer,  
Dies at 41
BY HILARY LEWIS, DEGEN PENER

V
irgil Abloh, who most-recently 
served as men’s artistic director 
of Louis Vuitton, died Sunday 
(Nov. 28) after a private battle 

with cancer. He was 41.
A post on Abloh’s verified Instagram ac-

count announced his death, explaining that 
he battled a rare, aggressive form of cancer, 
cardiac angiosarcoma for more than two 
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years.
“He chose to endure his battle privately 

since his diagnosis in 2019, undergoing 
numerous challenging treatments, all while 
helming several significant institutions that 
span fashion, art, and culture,” the post 
continued.

“Through it all, his work ethic, infinite 
curiosity, and optimism never wavered,” the 
Instagram caption read. “Virgil was driven 
by his dedication to his craft and to his 
mission to open doors for others and create 
pathways for greater equality in art and 
design. He often said, “Everything I do is for 
the 17-year-old version of myself,” believing 
deeply in the power of art to inspire future 
generations.

Abloh, who founded the streetwear-
focused luxury label Off-White and served 
as Kanye West’s longtime creative direc-
tor, ascended to the prestigious role at 
Louis Vuitton in 2018, becoming the label’s 
first African-American artistic director 
and, as The New York Times noted in its 
story about Abloh’s Louis Vuitton appoint-
ment, “one of the few black designers at the 
top of a French heritage house.”

In addition to his contributions in fashion, 
Abloh was a DJ and helped design album 
covers by West, Kid Cudi, A$AP Rocky, Lil 
Uzi Vert and Pop Smoke. Abloh also col-
laborated with Cudi on the Kurt Cobain-in-
spired floral print dress worn by the rapper 
during his appearance on Saturday Night 
Live earlier this year.

In a statement, Louis Vuitton Moet Hen-
nessy CEO Bernard Arnault said, “We are 
all shocked by this terrible news. Virgil was 
not only a genius designer and a visionary, 
he was also a man with a beautiful soul and 
great wisdom. The LVMH family joins me 
in this moment of great sorrow and we are 
all thinking of his loved ones on the passing 
of their husband, father, brother, son and 
friend.”

Abloh was born in Rockford, Illinois, in 
1980 to immigrant parents from Ghana. (His 
mother was a seamstress and his father a 
manager in a paint factory.) He earned an 
undergraduate degree in civil engineering 
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
and a master’s degree in architecture at the 
Illinois Institute of Technology.

“I often reference the 17-year-old version 
of myself, because I’m doing in large part 
the same thing today,” Abloh told GQ in 
2017. “Back then, I used to DJ and get my 
hands on my dad’s records — Fela [Kuti] to 
James Brown to Miles Davis. I was only into 
the fashion that intersected with the niche 
cultures I was into — my favorite ‘fashion’ 
brands were [skateboard companies like] 
Alien Workshop, Santa Cruz and Droors.”

It was while doing work for a screen-
printing store, Custom Kings, in Chicago 
that Abloh met West. The two went on to 
intern together at the same time at LVMH 
brand Fendi in 2009. Abloh caught the at-
tention of Fendi’s then-CEO, Michael Burke, 
now the CEO of Louis Vuitton, at that time. 
“Virgil could create a metaphor and a new 
vocabulary to describe something as old-
school as Fendi. I have been following his 
career ever since,” Burke later told The New 
York Times.

A few years later, Abloh founded Off-
White — known for its collaborations with 
brands ranging from IKEA and Timberland 
to Jimmy Choo and Moncler — which he 
once described as “the grey area between 
black and white.”

In July of this year, LVMH took a 60 per-
cent stake in Off-White and also announced 
that Abloh would take a bigger role at the 
fashion conglomerate in such areas as hospi-
tality and wine and spirits. The year before, 
Abloh set up the Postmodern Scholarship 
Fund benefiting Black students in the wake 
of the murder of George Floyd.

Regarding his ceiling-shattering ascent 
in the fashion world, Abloh once told Brit-
ish GQ, “I take pride in the fact that there’s 
a kid who’s living in, you know, Alabama, 
who never thought something like this was 
possible for him, almost to the point that he 
made life and career decisions to find some 
other thing he was passionate about. But all 
of a sudden, because I’m here, he knows [he 
can do it too].”

Abloh is survived by his wife Shannon, his 
children Lowe and Grey, his sister Edwina 
and his parents Nee and Eunice.

Read the full post about Abloh’s passing 
below.

This article was originally published 
by The Hollywood Reporter. 

Massey Hall 
Pulls Off ‘Minor 
Miracle’ to 
Reopen After 
3-Year, $146 
Million Revamp
BY KAREN BLISS

A
fter 40 months and $146 million 
(CAD $186M) in renovations, 
Toronto’s legendary Massey 
Hall reopened to the public 

on Nov. 25 with the first of three sold-out 
show by Gordon Lightfoot, a regular at 
the 127-year-old venue with at least 170 
appearances under his belt. The Canadian 
icon played the last show before renovations 
began on Canada Day (July 1) in 2018.

During a media tour and sign lighting the 
day before, construction workers and staff 
were still drilling, hammering and sawing 
away, busily readying the heritage property 
— the “Carnegie Hall of Canada” — for the 
grand opening, something president and 
CEO Jesse Kumagai acknowledged when 
he took the stage prior to Lightfoot’s show.

“It has been a long and challenging jour-
ney bringing us to tonight,” he said. “When 
we closed our doors in the summer of 2018, 
nobody would have predicted what it had in 
store for us. In 2019, we lost our president 
and CEO Deane Cameron, a leader and our 
friend. Deane’s passion and determination, 
alongside that of all the members of our 
team, both past and present, is what’s made 
tonight possible…”

Cameron, the head of EMI Music Canada 
for close to 25 years, championed Massey 
Hall’s Revitalization Project when he joined 
The Corporation of Massey Hall and Roy 
Thomson Hall in 2015. He died in 2019 of a 
heart attack. A recording studio on the 7th 
floor of the south tower will be named after 
him. Kumagai was appointed president and 
CEO in January 2020.

“And then in March of 2020, the world 
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changed,” continued Kumagai. “The pan-
demic had a significant impact on our proj-
ect, stopping construction for an extended 
period of time, then making it so much more 
challenging when we resumed. It increased 
the cost, interrupted our fundraising and 
delayed our completion, all while our sister 
venue, Roy Thomson Hall, sat dark…

“So the fact that you’re here tonight is 
something of a minor miracle. When you 
look around you may notice a few elements 
that are not quite finished. Under the cir-
cumstances, we could have postponed our 
reopening, but the pandemic also made us 
all appreciate just how important cultural 
events like this really are.”

Over its long history, Massey Hall has 
hosted a staggering array of talent, including 
Rush, Igor Stravinsky, Neil Young, George 
Gershwin, Eddie Vedder, U2, Bob Dylan, 
Luciano Pavarotti, Bob Marley, Creem, Jus-
tin Bieber, Van Halen, Bryan Adams, Keith 
Richards, and The Quintet (Dizzy Gillespie, 
Charles Mingus, Charlie Parker, and Max 
Roach), captured on the 1953 album, Jazz At 
Massey Hall. Rush also recorded its first live 
album there, 1976’s All The World’s A Stage.

Upon walking through the famous red 
doors, it’s evident the integrity and look 
of “The Grand Old Lady of Shuter Street” 
remains. The renovation was treated with 
the utmost respect. The lead architect is 
Marianne McKenna, principal at KPMB 
Architects; construction is by Ellis Don; the 
acoustician is Bob Essert from Sound Space 
Vision; and sound designer Martin Van Dijk 
from Engineering Harmonics.

On the media tour, Grant Troop, vp of 
operations, and the executive lead on the 
project for over six years, pointed out the ar-
chitectural, acoustic, and cosmetic changes.

Ten years in the making, the first phase 
of the Revitalization Project officially began 
seven years ago, originally made possible 
because of the 2012 transfer of 4,804 square 
feet of land to the south of Massey Hall by 
Toronto’s MOD Developments and Tricon 
Capital Group Inc. The basement of the 
new building was dug out, followed a year 
later by the purchase of improved sound and 
lighting system (previously it was rented).

Among the most visible changes: brand 
new roomier red seats; a reconfigured main 

floor; washrooms on every level (they used 
to be only in the basement); passerelles/
ramps on either side of the building to 
improve patron safety and accessibility; 
and the stunning restoration of the original 
stained glass dated to 1894 that had been 
boarded up; and the painting and restoration 
of the ceiling arches that had been bound 
by chicken wire to prevent cracked plaster 
from falling. The original brass railings and 
1933 terrazzo floor also remain.

“The biggest changes in seating here relate 
to the creation of this wrap-around seating 
structure called the parterre,” said Troops, 
of replacing the outer seats on the main floor 
with a curved elevated area “mimicking the 
seating style on the balcony and gallery.” 
The new seats in the center area can also be 
stored under the stage in order to create a 
standing general admission pit.

Massey Hall’s capacity is now 2550 fully 
seated to over 2800 general admission.

Fundraising is still ongoing and completion 
is expected next summer on many of the ad-
ditions. The entire complex is known as the 
Allied Music Centre and will offer four ven-
ues (Massey Hall, and the yet-to-be-named 
Basement Bar, The Club, The Theatre) for 
artists, educators, and community groups, 
and expanded programming to include artist 
development and student activities.

Allied Music Centre’s biggest donors are 
both public and private: Allied Properties, 
the Government of Canada; the Province 
of Ontario; the City of Toronto; The Slaight 
Family Foundation; Cornerstone Supporters 
MOD Developments, Tricon Residential Inc., 
and Weston Family Foundation. In Massey 
Hall, signs now read The Weston Family 
Foyer, and the Allan Slaight Auditorium & 
Stage because of their sizeable support.

Massey Hall is also fully configured for 
sound and video capture from the south 
tower.

“The idea is not only will we be able to 
have great events in this room, we’ll be able 
to capture them; we’ll be able to broadcast 
them; we’ll be able to do recordings for art-
ists, both up and coming and artists that are 
well into their careers,” said Troop. “The idea 
is to turn this whole building, The Allied Mu-
sic Centre, into more of a music hub.” 

Adele Returns to 
No. 1 on Global 
Charts With ‘Easy 
on Me,’ Debuts  
in Top 10 With  
‘Oh My God’ &  
‘I Drink Wine’
BY GARY TRUST

A
dele‘s “Easy on Me” is the 
biggest song in the world, as it 
rebounds for a fifth week at No. 
1 on both the Billboard Global 

200 and Billboard Global Excl. U.S. charts 
(dated Dec. 4).

The ballad is from the British superstar’s 
new album 30, which concurrently launch-
es at No. 1 on the U.S.-based Billboard 200 
with the biggest week for an album in 2021.

Plus, the set’s “Oh My God” debuts at Nos. 
3 and 7, respectively, on the Global 200 and 
Global Excl. U.S. charts, while fellow 30 cut 
“I Drink Wine” enters the former at No. 10.

Billboard‘s two global charts, which be-
gan in September 2020 and recently marked 
their first year, rank songs based on stream-
ing and sales activity culled from more than 
200 territories around the world, as com-
piled by MRC Data. The Billboard Global 
200 is inclusive of worldwide data and the 
Billboard Global Excl. U.S. chart comprises 
data from territories excluding the U.S.

Chart ranks are based on a weighted 
formula incorporating official-only streams 
on both subscription and ad-supported 
tiers of audio and video music services, as 
well as download sales, the latter of which 
reflect purchases from full-service digital 
music retailers from around the world, with 
sales from direct-to-consumer (D2C) sites 
excluded from the charts’ calculations.

3 From ’30’ in Global 200 Top 10
Adele’s “Easy on Me” rebounds from No. 

2 for a fifth week at No. 1 on the Billboard 
Global 200. The ballad drew 110.7 million 
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streams (up 53%) and sold 43,600 down-
loads (up 14%) worldwide in the Nov. 19-25 
tracking week.

Plus, two other songs from Adele’s 
LP 30 bow on the Global 200 in the top 10: 
“Oh My God,” at No. 3 (57.6 million streams, 
5,200 sold worldwide), and “I Drink Wine,” 
at No. 10 (38.1 million streams, 8,900 sold). 
Adele now boasts three total Global 200 top 
10s, dating to the chart’s inception last year.

Elsewhere in the Global 200’s top five, 
Taylor Swift’s “All Too Well (Taylor’s Ver-
sion)” dips to No. 2, a week after it pre-
miered at No. 1 (down 48% to 68.4 million 
streams and 78% to 9,300 sold globally); The 
Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber’s “Stay” slips 
3-4, after a record 11 weeks at No. 1; and El-
ton John and Dua Lipa’s “Cold Heart (Pnau 
Remix)” holds at its No. 5 high.

‘Easy on Me’ Rules Global Excl. U.S., 
‘Oh My God’ New at No. 7

Adele’s “Easy on Me” likewise rebounds 
from No. 2 for a fifth week atop the Bill-
board Global Excl. U.S. chart, with 76.1 
million streams (up 49%) and 15,700 sold 
(up 10%) in territories outside the U.S. in the 
Nov. 19-25 tracking week.

Plus, Adele adds a second Global Excl. 
U.S. top 10, as “Oh My God” debuts on the 
chart at No. 7 (34.1 million streams, 1,700 
sold outside the U.S.)

The Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber’s “Stay” 
rises 3-2, after nine weeks atop the Global 
Excl. U.S. tally; Elton John and Dua Lipa’s 
“Cold Heart (Pnau Remix)” pushes to a 
new No. 3 high, from No. 5; CKay’s “Love 
Nwantiti (Ah Ah Ah)” keeps at No. 4, after 
reaching No. 2; and Ed Sheeran’s “Shivers” 
lifts 6-5, after hitting No. 3.

Meanwhile, Taylor Swift’s “All Too Well 
(Taylor’s Version)” drops to No. 6, a week 
after it soared in atop the Billboard Global 
Excl. U.S. chart (down 44% to 42.7 million 
streams and 70% to 3,100 sold outside the 
U.S.)

The Billboard Global 200 and Billboard 
Global Excl. U.S. charts (dated Dec. 4) will 
update on Billboard.com tomorrow (Nov. 
30). For both charts, the top 100 titles are 
available to all readers on Billboard.com, 
while the complete 200-title rankings are 
visible on Billboard Pro, Billboard‘s sub-
scription-based service. For all chart news, 

you can follow @billboard and @billboard-
charts on both Twitter and Instagram. 

Chris Tomlin, 
Jason Ingram 
Launch New 
Music Publishing  
Venture
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

S
inger-songwriter Chris Tom-
lin and producer-songwriter Jason 
Ingram have teamed up to form a 
new Nashville-based music pub-

lishing company, TIM Publishing, helmed 
by former EMI CMG, EMI Nashville and 
Capitol CMG executive Stacey Willbur.

The new venture has already signed 
songwriters including Steffany Gretzinger 
(“Defender,” “Faith of My Father”), Jess 
Cates (“You Keep Hope Alive,” “God Turn It 
Around”), Tommy Iceland (“Pause”), Benji 
Cowart (“Redeemed,” “When You Speak”) 
and Chris Davenport (“Another In The 
Fire,” “Hymn of Heaven”).

“What a dream come true, to be able to 
come alongside great songwriters, and help 
cultivate songs that make a difference in 
this world,” Tomlin said via a statement. 
“Jason and I have been thinking of partner-
ing together for some time now. We believe 
songs matter and will do everything we can 
to create a publishing company that champi-
ons this vision. I am beyond grateful for the 
writers that have already said ‘yes’ to being 
a part of this with us. Truly some of the very 
best!”

Ingram said, “Chris and I have been 
friends and co-writers for many years now 
and it’s truly special for me to be able to 
start this company with someone I have 
so much respect for both personally and 
professionally. And as a songwriter I’ve 
often thought of songs as ‘life rafts’ and I’ve 
given my life’s work to building them. The 
chance to help other songwriters maximize 
their opportunity and potential is the best 

way I know to throw more ‘life rafts’ into 
the world.”

“I am honored to be part of this team 
alongside Jason & Chris,” Willbur added. 
“I have the utmost respect for them both 
as creatives and as leaders in the industry. 
They are trailblazers, visionaries & dream 
makers. This is an amazing opportunity to 
serve this team and songwriters. My hope is 
that we can encourage songwriters in a way 
that inspires them to be creative in their 
craft of songwriting.”

Tomlin, whose hits include “How Great 
Is Our God” and “Good Good Father,” is cur-
rently in the top 5 on Billboard’s Christian 
Airplay chart, with “Thank You Lord,” featur-
ing Florida Georgia Line and Thomas Rhett.

Ingram, known for his production work 
on albums including Lauren Daigle’s Look 
Up Child and the Elevation Worship/Mav-
erick City Music project Old Church Base-
ment, as well as for penning songs such as 
“Forever Reign” and Brandon Heath’s “Give 
Me Your Eyes,” was named songwriter of 
the year (non-artist) at this year’s GMA 
Dove Awards. 

Miley Cyrus 
Superfan-Turned-
Employee 
Olivia Rudensky 
Launches 
FANMADE  
Agency
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

L
ike so many preteen girls in the 
late 2000s, Olivia Rudensky was 
a massive fan of the phenom-
enally successful Disney Channel 

series Hannah Montana, which launched its 
lead actress, Miley Cyrus, to superstardom. 
Unlike those other girls, she channeled her 
overwhelming love for the show and its lead 
star into a bona fide career after launching 
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the premier Cyrus fan site – and later Twit-
ter account – at age 12. Just four years later, 
she was recruited by the star herself to join 
her Rebel Management team in Los Angeles.

“I’ll never forget the first DM she sent 
me,” Rudensky tells Billboard. “She said, 
‘How’d you get your website to look so 
amazing? It’s better than mine.’”

This initial communication ultimately led 
to a years-long working partnership with 
Cyrus, who recognized Rudensky’s preco-
cious understanding of the often-complex 
relationship between superstars and their 
fans very early on. After taking a hiatus from 
the Cyrus ecosystem to attend Syracuse 
University for two years, the now-25-year-
old Rudensky dropped out of college her 
sophomore year to rejoin Cyrus’ manage-
ment team, where she has spent the last four 
years leading creative partnerships and fan 
engagement for the singer. Among her many 
achievements: leading the highly-successful 
fan marketing campaign behind Cyrus’ 2020 
album Plastic Heart and executive-producing 
the singer’s Instagram Live talk show Bright 
Minded: Live with Miley, which has garnered 
over 10 billion digital impressions.

Now, Rudensky is taking her knowledge 
of superfandom to the next level with 
FANMADE, a newly-launched fan en-
gagement agency that boasts Cyrus (who 
is also an investor) as its very first client. 
Utilizing segmentation marketing – a more 
niche-oriented approach to targeting fans 
that eschews traditional marketing cam-
paigns which are largely built around basic 
categories like age, gender and geographic 
location – FANMADE will develop top-level 
fan marketing strategies for both artists and 
brands. Partnering with Rudensky on the 
venture are co-founders and fan engage-
ment experts Jaime Bilotti and Claudia 
Villarreal, who serve as the company’s COO 
and CSO, respectively.

In addition to Cyrus, the agency’s client 
list at launch includes influencer Hailey 
Bieber (whom Rudensky first took on as 
a client while in college) and the video-
sharing platform Lomotif. For the latter, 
FANMADE executed a special activation at 
last month’s Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) 
in Las Vegas, securing Lil Nas X and The 
Kid LAROI for a surprise performance to 

promote the launch of Lomotif ’s new enter-
tainment and lifestyle network LoMo TV.

FANMADE is also dipping into non-
entertainment brand campaigns with clients 
like Levi’s and Pottery Barn. That may 
seem like a curious move for three women 
who got their start in fan marketing for 
music stars: Villareal kicked off her career 
by running a One Direction fan account 
before nabbing a job with the group’s 
former record label president, CEO of KYN 
Entertainment, Sonny Takhar; while Bilotti 
held intern roles at all three major record 
labels before launching Fan To Band, a fan 
engagement company (and now FANMADE 
subsidiary) that builds virtual street teams 
for artists and helps mentor young super-
fans who want to work in the industry.

But Rudensky sees working with non-
entertainment brands like Levi’s and Pottery 
Barn as a natural extension of her work 
with Cyrus. “I’ve always believed that way 
beyond the music industry and entertain-
ment industry, everything has superfans — 
whether it’s Delta Airlines or it’s a product 
or sports,” she says. “There are superfans 
for everything. We’re starting to see that 
more and more, with social media allow-
ing everyone to go off into their own niche 
environments.”

FANMADE is arriving at a crucial time in 
the superfan space, with so-called “stans” 
exercising greater power than perhaps ever 
before. To cite a recent example, Ruden-
sky notes the inclusion of Taylor Swift’s 
10-minute version of “All Too Well” on Red 
(Taylor’s Version) following a massive 
push by Swift superfans to release it. This 
week, the pressure paid off when the track 
debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100, 
making it the longest song ever to grace 
the top spot on the long-running chart. Of 
course, Swift is an anomaly — more than 
most performers, she has consistently dem-
onstrated a preternatural understanding 
of her own fans — but that’s a rarity in the 
music business, Rudensky says.

“The industry really [doesn’t] understand 
fandom, and there is no [other] company 
that can talk to superfans and know what 
they want,” she says. “It’s such a missing 
market in this industry, because…everything 
in the entertainment industry is trying 

to service the fans. And no one dedicates 
enough time to understand that.”

Still, Rudensky has seen a shift as of late, 
with record companies diving deeper into 
the superfan space than ever before. To her, 
that’s nothing less than a validation of her 
life’s work. “The word ‘fan’ has been stig-
matized for a long time,” she says, adding: 
“Now every label anywhere you go in the 
entertainment industry is like ‘Okay, what 
are our fans thinking?’” 

The Deals: 
Anderson .Paak 
Signs with PPL 
for Neighboring 
Rights, Víctor 
Cárdenas Pacts 
with WCM
BY EJ PANALIGAN

A
nderson .Paak, the rapper, sing-
er, producer and drummer who 
recently released the album An 
Evening With Silk Sonic along-

side Bruno Mars, has signed with music 
licensing company PPL for the adminis-
tration of his international neighboring 
rights collections. The deal will help .Paak 
collect performance royalties for the use 
of his sound recordings around the world. 
He joins a roster that includes George 
Ezra, Rita Ora and ABBA’s Björn Ulvaeus.

.Paak established himself as a prominent 
artist before forming Silk Sonic with Mars 
earlier in 2021. The duo’s first collabora-
tion, “Leave The Door Open,” resulted in 
.Paak’s first No. 1 hit on the Billboard Hot 
100, where it spent 18 consecutive weeks in 
the top 10.

PPL CEO Peter Leathem said of the 
signing, “We are extremely pleased that 
Anderson .Paak, one of the most talented 
and exciting US recording artists today, 
has chosen PPL to collect his international 
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neighboring rights royalties. We have col-
lected over £500m internationally in the last 
decade thanks to the efforts of our expert 
team, who use our cutting-edge technology 
and data to maximize collections from more 
than 100 other Collective Management Or-
ganizations. We look forward to supporting 
Anderson .Paak with our industry-leading 
operation as he continues to take the musi-
cal world by storm as a member of Silk Sonic 
and with his highly successful solo career.”

On Tuesday Nov. 23, .Paak and Mars each 
received four Grammy nominations for their 
hit single “Leave the Door Open.”

Warner Chappell Music’s U.S. Latin divi-
sion has entered into a worldwide exclusive 
administration agreement with Colombian 
DJ and producer Víctor Cárdenas. Most 
recently, Cárdenas collaborated with Farru-
ko on the single “Pepas,” which reached No. 
1 in more than 20 countries and on nine dif-
ferent Billboard song charts, including Latin 
Airplay, Hot Dance/Electronic Songs and 
Dance/Electronic Digital Song Sales. The 
song has garnered over 325 million streams 
worldwide, according to a press release.

Of the signing, Cárdenas said, “I am ex-
cited to have signed with Warner Chappell. 
I know we will accomplish great things and 
take electronic music to another level.”

Lazaro Hernandez, vp A&R U.S. & Latin 
America, said of the deal, “It’s been incred-
ible to see the explosive success that Víctor 
has had so early on in his career. He’s a 
trendsetter whose sound and style are infec-
tious and have taken the world by storm. 
This is just the beginning and we’re excited 
to go on this journey with him.”

Hailing from Tuluá, Colombia, Cárdenas 
first made his impact as a producer when 
he teamed up with Dayvi and Kelly Ruíz in 
2018 for their single “Baila Conmigo.” 
The song was later recorded by Jennifer 
López in 2019; that version landed on the 
Latin Digital Song Sales, Dance/Electronic 
Digital Song Sales and Latin Pop Songs Air-
play charts and eventually ruled Billboard’s 
Dance Club Songs chart, becoming López’s 
18th No. 1 single on the chart.

Since then, Cárdenas has established 
himself as one of the pioneers of modern 
Guaracha music, a Colombian electronic 
subgenre that is taking center stage in the 

Latin market. Other notable credits for 
Cárdenas include “Volar” (Lele Pons), 
“El Incomprendido” (Farruko) and “Qué 
Chimba” (Maluma).

Pierre Hachar, Jr., Esq. and Cody Pel-
licer, Esq. of The Hachar Law Group, P.A., 
negotiated and closed the deal.

Quality Ventures, the parent company 
of QC Sports, Quality Films, Solid Founda-
tion Management and QC Music — the 
company behind artists such as Migos, Lil’ 
Yachty, Lil Baby has entered into a stra-
tegic partnership with leading talent and 
venture advisory company The Network 
Advisory to launch VOCAL, a multi-plat-
form podcast and audio streaming network 
combining music, sports, fashion and cul-
ture. The announcement was made jointly 
by Quality Control Media Holdings found-
ers Kevin “Coach K” Lee and Pierre “Pee” 
Thomas, Quality Films president Brian 
Sher and The Network Advisory founder 
and CEO Justin J. Giangrande.

“Quality Control has reached, and con-
tinues to succeed at, the highest levels in 
the new media space,” said Coach K, who 
co-founded the company in 2013. “With the 
tremendous growth of podcasting listener-
ship, this was a clear next step for us, and 
we are thrilled to be collaborating with like-
minded partners.”

VOCAL will be an exclusive network 
streaming platform that aims to meet the 
podcast programming needs of the diverse 
and youth-focused audience categories in 
podcast listenership. It will serve as a plat-
form for talent outside of the vast array of 
personalities that QC and The Network Ad-
visory work with. The companies will aim 
to build and expand a new wave of podcast 
content targeting an underserved popula-
tion of podcast listeners.

“Having worked in the film, television, 
and music mediums over the last 20 years, 
producing content on the biggest platforms, 
we recognize that podcasting is the or-
ganic next space to be in,” said Giangrande. 
“Quality Control’s phenomenal track record 
of working with the greatest creators in 
the world like Migos, City Girls, Lil Baby, 
Lil Yachty, and others made them an ideal 
partner for us.”

“Although the podcasting space is vast, 

with VOCAL we aim to fill a void in this 
arena by building a network that really gives 
the listeners authenticity when it comes to 
top talent and culture,” added Sher. “With 
the rise of podcasts, it’s natural that brands 
will want to find a way to integrate with this 
type of content and, with our pool of talent, 
we are excited to provide this space for both 
under one umbrella.”

PIXELYNX, the new gaming ven-
ture created by musicians and tech-
nologists Joel Zimmerman — a.k.a. dead-
mau5 — and Richie Hawtin and music 
and gaming industry veterans Ben Turn-
er, Dean Wilson and Inder Phull, have 
signed a deal with Niantic, the company 
behind the popular mobile game Pokémon 
GO. Under the agreement, PIXELYNX 
will use Niantic’s Lightship Platform and 
Augmented Reality Developer Kit — which 
allows developers to create engaging AR 
experiences based on movement, explora-
tion and connection at a global scale — to 
develop a mobile app version of their new 
gaming platform.

PIXELYNX is focused on creating a new 
virtual world ecosystem that makes it easy 
for music artists to launch their own inter-
active environments and monetize them 
through NFT, playable experiences and 
virtual performances. Players will be able to 
collect new songs, prizes and in-game assets 
through gameplay. Through the partner-
ship with Niantic, fans will have the ability 
to collect NFTs while attending real-world 
concerts and other physical locations. They 
can then use those NFTs in-game to unlock 
rewards and new music.

“As we look towards launching our plat-
form in 2022, the development of a mobile 
app that allows fans to collect new songs 
and NFTs in the real world was always part 
of our vision to create the music metaverse,” 
said PIXELYNX CEO and co-founder Phull. 
“Teaming with Niantic on their Lightship 
ARDK to develop our mobile gaming app, 
will ensure that fans are able to take our 
game with them wherever they go, blend-
ing digital and real world experiences and 
enriching the fan experience in completely 
unique ways.”  
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Jussie Smollett’s 
Criminal Trial on 
Charges of Faking 
Racist Attack Set 
to Begin After 
Years of Delay
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

A 
popular actor steps out onto the 
street and is brutally reminded 
that, despite his fame and wealth, 
places still exist where the color 

of his skin and sexual orientation put him in 
danger.

That was the story that ricocheted around 
the world after Jussie Smollett, a Black and 
openly gay actor, reported to Chicago police 
that he was the victim of a hate crime.

He was charged with felony disorderly 
conduct after law enforcement and prosecu-
tors said he lied to police about what hap-
pened in the early morning hours of Jan. 29, 
2019, in downtown Chicago. He has pleaded 
not guilty. Jury selection is scheduled 
to begin Monday (Nov. 29). Disorderly 
conduct, a class 4 felony, carries a sentence 
of up to three years in prison but experts 
have said it is more likely that if Smollett is 
convicted he would be placed on probation 
and perhaps ordered to perform community 
service.

Smollett told police he was walking 
home from a Subway sandwich shop at 2 
a.m. when two men he said recognized him 
from the TV show Empire began hurling 
racial and homophobic slurs at him. He said 
the men struck him, looped a makeshift 
noose around his neck and shouted, “This 
is MAGA country,” a reference to then-
President Donald Trump’s campaign slogan, 
“Make America Great Again.”

Reaction to his reported assault under-
scored the increasingly polarized politi-
cal landscape; Democratic politicians and 
others called it a shocking example of 
Trump-era bigotry and hate, while Republi-

cans accused liberals of rushing to paint the 
president’s supporters as racists.

Just weeks later came the stunning an-
nouncement that Smollett was charged with 
staging the attack to further his career and 
secure a higher salary. And, police said, he 
hired two brothers from Nigeria, to pretend 
to attack him for $3,500.

This made the spotlight on Smollett shine 
even brighter, but this time he was vilified as 
someone willing to use one of the most po-
tent symbol of racism in the U.S. to further 
his career.

“The most vile and despicable part of it, if 
it’s true, is the noose,” Judge John Fitzgerald 
Lyke Jr., who is Black, said during Smollett’s 
first court appearance. “That symbol con-
jures up such evil in this country’s history.”

Smollett also became a national punch 
line. He was the subject of a Saturday Night 
Live skit and a host of Black celebrities, from 
NBA analyst Charles Barkley to comedian 
Dave Chappelle, took turns poking fun at 
him.

Then came the anger that Smollett’s fame 
accorded him influence that is out of reach 
for most. Reports indicated Cook County 
State’s Attorney Kim Foxx, at the request of 
former first lady Michelle Obama’s one-
time chief of staff, communicated with a 
member of Smollett’s family early in the 
investigation. Foxx recused herself from the 
case then her office suddenly dropped the 
charges, and Foxx found herself at the cen-
ter of a media firestorm as she refuted the 
suggestion that her office gave the television 
star a break.

All that set the stage for what turned a 
simple question of Smollett’s innocence or 
guilt into a convoluted legal saga that has 
dragged on for nearly three years.

Trial was delayed in part because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, which brought cases 
around the country to a halt for months. 
But also, charges were filed, dropped and 
filed again by a special prosecutor who was 
brought in to take over the case.

Smollett — whose career has since faded 
— will this week return to the glare of the 
media spotlight, but this time as he passes 
the forest of news cameras as he makes his 
way to and from court.

The producers of Empire, on which he 

starred for four years, renewed his contract 
for the sixth and final season in 2019, but 
he never appeared in an episode. Nor has 
he released any music or given significant 
musical performances.

He has, however, directed an independent 
film, funded by his own production compa-
ny, that is premiering at the American Black 
Film Festival this month. The movie, B-Boy 
Blues is an adaptation of a 1994 novel, the 
first in a series, about the lives of gay Black 
men in New York.

But once in court, what will unfold will 
be what may sound like a bad movie for the 
simple reason that a short movie is exactly 
what authorities have long maintained 
Smollett was trying to create.

Key witnesses will be the brothers, 
Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairo, who say 
Smollett wrote them a check to stage the 
attack. They are expected to characterize 
Smollett as the star and director of an “at-
tack” in full view of a surveillance camera 
that he mistakenly believed would record 
the whole event.

And, according to their lawyer, the broth-
ers will also describe how Smollett drove 
them to the spot where the incident was to 
play out for a “dress rehearsal.”

“He was telling them ‘Here’s a camera, 
there’s a camera and here’s where you are 
going to run away,’” said their lawyer, Glo-
ria Rodriguez. 

Jussie Smollett 
Trial: Brothers to 
Take Center Stage
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

T
wo brothers stand at the center 
of the case that prosecutors will 
lay before jurors when the trial 
of Jussie Smollett begins this 

week.
The former “Empire” actor contends he 

was the victim of a racist and homophobic 
assault in downtown Chicago on a frigid 
night in January 2019. The siblings, who 
worked with him on the TV show, say he 
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paid them $3,500 to pose as his attackers.
Smollett is accused of lying to police about 

the alleged attack and has been charged with 
felony disorderly conduct. A class 4 felony, 
the crime carries a sentence of up to three 
years in prison but experts have said it is 
more likely that if Smollett is convicted he 
would be placed on probation and perhaps 
ordered to perform community service.

Whether the Black and openly gay Smol-
lett testifies remains an open question. But 
the siblings, Abimbola and Olabinjo Osun-
dairo, will take the witness stand where they 
are expected to repeat what they have told 
police officers and prosecutors — that they 
carried out the attack at Smollett’s behest.

Jurors also may see surveillance video 
from more than four dozen cameras that 
police reviewed to trace the brothers’ move-
ments before and after the reported attack, 
as well as a video showing the brothers pur-
chasing a red hat, ski masks and gloves from 
a beauty supply shop hours earlier.

Smollett’s attorneys have not spelled out 
how they will confront that evidence and 
the lead attorney, Nenye Uche, declined to 
comment. But there are clues as to how they 
might during the trial, which starts with 
jury selection Monday in a Chicago court-
room. It is expected to last a week.

Buried in nearly 500 pages of Chicago Po-
lice Department reports is a statement from 
a woman who lived in the area who says she 
saw a white man with “reddish brown hair” 
who appeared to be waiting for someone 
that night.

She told a detective that when the man 
turned away from her, she “could see hang-
ing out from underneath his jacket what 
appeared to be a rope.”

Her comments could back up Smollett’s 
contention that his attackers draped a make-
shift noose around his neck. Further, if she 
testified that the man was white, it would 
support Smollett’s statements — widely 
ridiculed because the brothers, who come 
from Nigeria, are Black — that he saw pale 
or white skin around the eyes of one of his 
masked attackers.

One of the defense attorneys, Tina 
Glandian, suggested during a March 2019 
appearance on NBC’s “Today” show, that 
one of the brothers could have used white 

makeup around his eyes to make Smollett 
believe he was white. To address skepticism 
on the jury, Glandian could ask the broth-
ers about a video she talked about on the 
program that she said shows one of them in 
whiteface reciting a monologue by the Joker 
character from a movie.

Given there is so much evidence, includ-
ing the brothers’ own statements, that they 
participated in the attack, it is not likely that 
Smollett’s attorneys will try to prove they 
did not take part. That could perhaps lead 
the defense to contend that Smollett was the 
victim of a very real attack at the hands of 
the brothers, perhaps with the help of oth-
ers, who now are only implicating the actor 
so prosecutors won’t charge them, too.

They $3,500 check could be key. While 
the brothers say that was their fee to carry 
out the fake attack, Smollett has offered a 
different and much more innocent explana-
tion: that he wrote the check to pay one of 
them to work as his personal trainer. 

Taiwanese Artists 
Made Noise at 
Midem Digital 
Edition This Year
BY T.M. BROWN

T
aiwan takes its content creators 
seriously. The island nation 
has become one of Asia’s vital 
creative nodes, with digitally 

savvy creatives making everything from 
viral social media videos to groundbreak-
ing immersive experiences. Crucially, the 
Taiwanese government has also created a 
professional organization to support those 
creators, the Taiwan Creative Content 
Agency (TAICCA). TAICCA is an office 
supported by Taiwan’s Ministry of Culture, 
and is fully dedicated to supporting the 
creative content industries flourishing in the 
country and abroad, including film, publish-
ing, fashion, and of course, music.

Recently, TAICCA partnered with one 
of the leading international music fo-

rums, Marché International du Disque 
et de l’Edition Musicale (Midem), to pro-
mote the thriving Taiwanese music scene.

Artists in Taiwan have been pushing the 
boundaries of sounds across the spectrum 
from hip hop to bedroom pop since the early 
90s when the island nation was the beating 
heart of Mandopop. Since then, the musical 
landscape of Taiwan has evolved to be-
come a global influence across genres—and 
the artists participating in this year’s Mi-
dem Digital Edition show just how much of 
a sonic powerhouse the country has become.

Five artists participated in this year’s 
Midem Songwriting Camp, where they 
worked with an international community 
of producers, songwriters, and musicians to 
collaborate and create a brand new track in 
four days. Shi Shi Sun, Trout Fresh, Chih 
Siou, Starr Chen, and ØZI all thrived in 
the creative pressure cooker, and recently 
shared their new records with a select group 
of industry tastemakers during the exclusive 
listening session.

Check out a behind-the-scene video of 
Midem Songwriting Camp:

The Midem Songwriting Camp listening 
session was a golden chance for Taiwanese 
artists to boost their international profile 
and advance their careers as well as get 
indispensable input from a global commu-
nity of music industry leaders. It was hosted 
by Midem Director Alexandre Deniot and 
featured each artist introducing a bit about 
their track before hitting play. The songs 
displayed the range and creativity of the 
Taiwanese music scene, from Shi Shi Sun’s 
kaleidoscopic pop sensibilities to ØZI’s silky 
smooth neo R&B. There was also the re-
freshingly original hip hop sounds of Trout 
Fresh, Chih Siou’s exquisite vocal range, 
and a new work from one of Taiwan’s most 
exciting producers, Starr Chen.

Taiwanese phenom Howard Lee was also 
featured in this year’s Midem Talent Export-
er, where the rising star performed for some 
of world’s most influential talent buyers to 
promote his work and deepen his network 
with the international music industry. Lee 
burst on to the scene in 2020, garnering a 
nomination for Best New Artist at the 2021 
Golden Melody Awards, Mandarin-speaking 
markets’ leading awards.
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Here’s the exclusive showcase of Howard 
Lee of this year’s Midem Digital Edition:

TAICCA is helping raise the profile of Tai-
wanese music industry by putting artists like 
Howard Lee, Shi Shi Sun, Trout Fresh, Chih 
Siou, Starr Chen, and ØZI in front of some 
of the most influential people in the global 
music community—and these artists are 
showing that Taiwan is a musical force to be 
reckoned with, and one that is increasingly 
looking to collaborate with an international 
set of musical influencers. 

Reba McEntire to 
Open Oklahoma 
Restaurant & 
Music Venue
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

R
eba McEntire will add a new 
business venture to her list of 
accomplishments next year, with 
the opening of the restaurant, 

bar, live music venue and retail store Reba’s 
Place in Atoka, Okla.

Reba’s Place is being constructed in 
a century-old Masonic Temple and will 
feature two floors of dining space, which 
will open up to a central performance stage. 
The venue will pay homage to McEntire’s 
western heritage and will feature a collec-
tion of memorabilia from the three-time 
Grammy winner’s personal archives. Reba’s 
Place was created in partnership with the 
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, as well as the 
city of Atoka.

McEntire revealed the news of the 
upcoming venue during a concert at the 
Choctaw Grand Theater in Durant, Okla., on 
Friday.

“I’m very excited to be opening a place so 
close to my roots,” McEntire said in a state-
ment. “The Choctaw Nation and the city of 
Atoka are wonderful partners and I can’t 
wait to welcome our first guests to Reba’s 
Place. We are working very hard to create 
something not only for the local community, 
but that will also bring in folks from across 

the country.”
Among the foods to be featured on the 

Reba’s Place menu are the “Fancy” steak 
dinner, as well as chicken fried steak, 
street tacos and one of McEntire’s personal 
favorites, pinto beans and corn bread. The 
venue’s main floor will feature a restored 
antique bar that is more than a century old 
and will offer a range of beer, wine and spir-
its, crafted into signature cocktails.

In October, McEntire released the sprawl-
ing box set Revived, Remixed, Revisited, 
reimagining several of the singer’s biggest 
hits across three segments. Revived show-
cases some of McEntire’s hits such as “Is 
There Life Out There” as they have evolved 
over the past several years through her live 
shows. Remixed offers dance club remixes 
for songs such as “I’m A Survivor,” while 
on Revisited, McEntire worked with pro-
ducer Dave Cobb to offer stripped-down, 
acoustic renditions of songs such as “Con-
sider Me Gone,” as well as a duet with Dolly 
Parton on a remake of McEntire’s 1993 hit 
“Does He Love You.” 

‘Chosen’ One: 
Blxst, Tyga & 
Ty Dolla $ign 
Top Rhythmic 
Airplay Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

R
ising rapper Blxst crosses off a 
career milestone on Billboard’s 
charts with a first radio air-
play No. 1. His single “Chosen,” 

with Tyga and featuring Ty Dolla $ign, 
advances from the runner-up slot to lead 
the Rhythmic Airplay chart dated Nov. 27.

“Chosen” ascends through an 8% boost 
in plays at U.S. monitored rhythmic radio 
stations to become the format’s most-played 
song in the week ending Nov. 21, according 
to MRC Data.

“Chosen” gives the 29-year-old rapper, 
born Matthew Burdette, his first Rhythmic 

Airplay champ on his third appearance. 
He logged his first visit in a featured role 
on Bino’s “Brand New,” which reached No. 
33 in 2020, and followed that with his own 
track “Overrated,” a No. 22 success in May.

For Tyga, “Chosen” secures his third No. 1 
on Rhythmic Airplay. The rapper previously 
occupied the penthouse through a guest 
spot on Chris Brown’s “Loyal,” a two-week 
champ in 2014, and returned with his own 
“Taste,” featuring Offset, for four weeks in 
2018.

Featured artist Ty Dolla $ign, meanwhile, 
adds a fourth Rhythmic Airplay champ to 
his account. The prior three: a support-
ing turn on Fifth Harmony’s “Work From 
Home,” which ruled for one week in 2016, 
and one on Post Malone’s “Psycho,” a four-
week No. 1 in 2018. The following year, he 
collaborated with Megan Thee Stallion and 
Nicki Minaj on “Hot Girl Summer,” which 
topped the list for one week.

In addition to its Rhythmic Airplay coro-
nation, “Chosen” is cementing its position 
on R&B/hip-hop and rap radio, as well. The 
single cracks the top five on Mainstream 
R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay with a 6-5 move, as 
it added 5% more plays in the week ending 
Nov. 20. The tune also steps one rank from 
No. 3 to enter the runner-up spot on Rap 
Airplay. There, it improves 8% in audience 
listenership in the same tracking week.

Gains in the rhythmic, R&B/hip-hop 
and rap sectors push the song near the top 
half of the 50-position, all-genre Radio 
Songs chart. There, “Chosen” climbs 27-26 
in its seventh week and grows to 27.2 mil-
lion in total audience in the chart’s latest 
tracking week (ending Nov. 19), according to 
MRC Data. 
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Juice WRLD’s 
‘Already Dead’ 
Debuts in Top 10 
on Hot R&B/Hip-
Hop Songs Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

T
he late Juice WRLD brings his 
top 10 total on Billboard’s Hot 
R&B/Hip-Hop Songs chart to 
an even dozen as “Already Dead” 

debuts at No. 6 on the chart dated Nov. 27.
The single previews the artist’s second 

posthumous album, Fighting Demons, set for 
release Dec. 10, nearly two years to the day 
since the rapper died of an opioid overdose 
on Dec. 8, 2019.

With “Already Dead” securing Juice 
WRLD’s 12th top 10, here’s an updated look 
at his career collection on Hot R&B/Hip-
Hop Songs:

Song Title, Artist (if other than Juice 
WRLD), Peak Position, Peak Date 
“Lucid Dreams,” No. 1 for two weeks, Oct. 
6, 2018 
“Bandit,” with YoungBoy Never Broke 
Again, No. 5, Dec. 21, 2019 
“Godzilla,” Eminem featuring Juice WRLD, 
No. 3, Feb. 1, 2020 
“Righteous,” No. 8, May 9, 2020 
“Wishing Well,” No. 4, July 25, 2020 
“Conversations,” No. 6, July 25, 2020 
“Life’s a Mess,” with Halsey, No. 7, July 25, 
2020 
“Hate the Other Side,” with Marshmello and 
featuring Polo G and The Kid LAROI, No. 8, 
July 25, 2020 
“Blood on My Jeans,” No. 9, July 25, 2020 
“Smile,” with The Weeknd, No. 5, Aug. 22, 
2020 
“Bad Boy,” with Young Thug, No. 9, Jan. 30, 
2021 
“Already Dead,” No. 6 (to date), Nov. 27, 2021

“Already Dead” is the week’s top debut 
on Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs and traces its 
debut to a strong streaming start. The single 
registered 17.3 million U.S. clicks in the week 

ending Nov. 18, according to MRC Data, 
the fourth-highest total among all songs 
for the week. In addition, the sum sparks a 
No. 2 debut on R&B/Hip-Hop Streaming 
Songs and a No. 1 start on Rap Streaming 
Songs.

For the two other metrics that contribute 
to Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs – sales and 
radio airplay – “Already Dead” sells 2,500 
downloads and arrives at No. 7 on R&B/
Hip-Hop Digital Song Sales. The tune also 
drew minimal radio airplay, with official 
promotional support yet to begin.

Elsewhere, “Already Dead” debuts at No. 
3 on Hot Rap Songs and at No. 20 on the 
all-genre Billboard Hot 100. 

Queen’s ‘Greatest 
Hits’ Crowned 
U.K.’s Most-
Streamed 
Classic Album
BY LARS BRANDLE

B
rits still love their Queen. The 
one that rocks.

Queen’s blockbuster 1981 col-
lection Greatest Hits is the most-

streamed album in the U.K. from the 1970s, 
1980s and 1990s, based on data provided by 
the Official Charts Company.

Greatest Hits isn’t just great by 
name. Freddie Mercury and Co.’s hits-
stacked set is recognized as the U.K.’s 
biggest-selling album of all time, shifting 
more than 6 million units since its release. 
It’s also logged 973 weeks (and counting) on 
the Official U.K. Albums Chart.

Coming in at No. 2 on the list of clas-
sic albums is Fleetwood Mac’s 1977 Ru-
mours, while Oasis‘ sophomore album from 
1995 (What’s The Story) Morning Glory? 
completes the podium. The Manchester 
Britpop era juggernauts make a second 
appearance in the top tier, with their de-
but Definitely Maybe appearing at No. 6.

Meanwhile, the reunited Swedish 

pop icons ABBA come in at No. 4 with 
1992’s Gold – Greatest Hits, an album that 
has logged more weeks on the U.K. albums 
chart than any other (1,021).

The late great Bob Marley’s 1984 ca-
reer retrospective with The Wailers, Leg-
end, completes the Top 5, while releases 
from the The Stone Roses, The Rolling 
Stones and The Beatles impact the Top 10.

The full Top 200 was counted down 
on Greatesthitsradio.co.uk. 

Adele Bags U.K. 
Charts Double 
as ‘30’ Notches 
Huge Debut
BY LARS BRANDLE

A
dele dominates the U.K.’s main 
charts, as 30 (Columbia) powers 
to No. 1 on the albums sur-
vey and its lead track, “Easy On 

Me,” retains the singles title.
30 roars to the top with 261,000 chart 

sales, for the biggest opening week of 2021 
so far, outpacing ABBA’s Voyage (204,000), 
the OCC reports.

That’s the biggest debut for an LP since 
Ed Sheeran’s Divide in 2017, and the biggest 
start for a female solo album since Adele’s 
last album, 25, in 2015.

Of that full-week tally, two-thirds 
of 30’s combined sales are physical units, 
including 16,700 copies sold on vinyl, a 
market-leading result. Adele’s latest effort 
is also the most-streamed album, with 55.7 
million plays across its 12 tracks.

With her latest crown, Adele goes four-
from-four. Her 2008 debut 19 spent a week 
at No. 1, 2011’s 21 spent a whopping 23 
frames at the summit, and 2015’s 25 logged 
13 weeks at the top.

Adele had the shortest of odds in win-
ning this particular race. At the midweek, 
stage, 30 was outselling the rest of the Top 
40 combined.

The Londoner scoops a rare double 
as “Easy On Me” enters a sixth consecu-
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tive week atop the Official U.K. Albums 
Chart. With her latest result, “Easy On Me” 
becomes Adele’s longest-running leader, 
beating the five-week reign of “Someone 
Like You” in 2011.

The power ballad bags another U.K. 
101,000 chart sales and 11.5 million streams, 
to beat another 30 track, “Oh My God,” new 
at No. 2 for the week’s highest new entry. 
Album track “I Drink Wine” bows at No. 4.

Elsewhere on this week’s Official Albums 
Chart, Oasis start at No. 4 with the live re-
cording of their Knebworth 1996 gig (via Big 
Brother). It’s the Britpop legends’ first U.K. 
Top 10 album in 11 years.

Meanwhile, Robert Plant and Alison 
Krauss’ second collaboration album Raise 
The Roof (EastWest/Rhino) bows at (No. 
5), London rap outfit D-Block Europe snag 
a Top 10 debut with their mixtape Home 
Alone 2 (D-Block Europe), new at No. 
6; Elbow’s Flying Dream 1 (Polydor) starts at 
No. 7; and James Blunt’s hits collection The 
Stars Beneath My Feet (2004-2021) (Atlan-
tic) is new at No. 9. 

TWICE’s ‘Formula’ 
Equals Success 
on Top Album 
Sales Chart
BY KEITH CAULFIELD

T
WICE collects its second top 10 
album on Billboard’s Top Album 
Sales chart, and largest sales 
week yet, as Formula of Love: 

O+T=<3 debuts at No. 2 on the Nov. 27-dated 
chart. It sold 58,000 copies in the U.S. in the 
week ending Nov. 18, marking the biggest 
sales frame for the South Korean girl group 
yet, surpassing the 43,000-sales launch 
of Taste of Love in June (No. 1 debut).

Of Formula of Love: O+T=<3’s 58,000 sold, 
physical album sales comprise 56,000 (all 
from its CD editions) and digital album sales 
comprise 2,000. Like many K-pop releases, 
the CD edition of the new album was issued 
in multiple collectible packages (six, includ-

ing two Target-exclusive editions) each with 
a set of standard internal paper goods (pho-
tobook, sticker, photocard set, poster, etc.) 
and randomized elements. (As an example 
of the latter, each CD package contains four 
of 60 different photo cards – effectively 
trading cards branded to an individual 
member of the nine-person act).

The South Korean girl group hit the top 
10 earlier in 2021 with the No. 1 debut Taste 
of Love: The 10th Mini Album (June 26 
chart).

The new album was preceded by the 
track “The Feels,” which became the group’s 
first charting effort on the Billboard Hot 
100 songs chart, spending a week at No. 83 
on the Oct. 16-dated list.

Elsewhere on the latest Top Album Sales 
chart, new albums from Taylor Swift, 
Silk Sonic (Bruno Mars and Anderson 
.Paak), Jason Aldean and Money Man de-
but in the top 10, while a deluxe reissue 
of Nirvana’s 1991 album Nevermind spurs 
its re-entry into the top five.

Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart ranks 
the top-selling albums of the week based 
only on traditional album sales. The chart’s 
history dates back to May 25, 1991, the first 
week Billboard began tabulating charts 
with electronically monitored piece count 
information from SoundScan, now MRC 
Data. Pure album sales were the sole mea-
surement utilized by the Billboard 200 al-
bums chart through the list dated Dec. 6, 
2014, after which that chart switched to a 
methodology that blends album sales with 
track equivalent album units and streaming 
equivalent album units. For all chart news, 
follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on 
both Twitter and Instagram.

Taylor Swift’s Red (Taylor’s Ver-
sion) bounds in at No. 1 on Top Album Sales 
with 369,000 copies sold in the U.S. in the 
week ending Nov. 18 – the largest sales week 
of 2021 for any album up to that point. The 
set’s sales were bolstered by its simultane-
ous availability on CD, vinyl LP and digital 
download, as well as CD hand-signed by 
Swift that was sold through her webstore 
and via independent record stores. The 
album sold 261,000 physical copies (145,000 
on CD and 114,000 on vinyl LP) and 108,000 
digital downloads.

Silk Sonic, the duo of Bruno Mars and An-
derson .Paak, arrives at No. 3 on Top Album 
Sales with its first album, An Evening With 
Silk Sonic. The set sold 42,000 copies, with 
24,000 via digital downloads and 18,000 
physical copies (all from its CD edition, as 
well as limited-edition CD boxed sets sold 
through the act’s webstore).

The 30th-anniversary deluxe reissue of 
Nirvana’s chart-topping Nevermind album 
prompts its re-entry at No. 4 with 22,000 
copies sold (up 1,867%). The remastered 
reissue was available in a variety of editions 
that contain an array of live tracks recorded 
in 1991 and 1992 during the Nevermind 
tour. All versions of the album, old and new, 
are combined for tracking and charting 
purposes. Nevermind reached No. 1 on Top 
Album Sales dated Jan. 11, 1992 and spent 
two weeks atop the list.

ABBA’s Voyage drifts from No. 1 to No. 
5 in its second week on Top Album Sales 
(with 19,000 sold; down 75%) while Jason 
Aldean’s new Macon debuts at No. 6 with 
just under 19,000 sold. Prince and the Revo-
lution’s Purple Rain soundtrack vaults 51-7 
with 17,000 sold (up 471%) thanks in part to 
the release of a purple-colored vinyl edition 
of the album exclusive to Target stores. (All 
vinyl editions of the album combined ac-
counted for 16,500 of the album’s total sales 
for the week – up 511%.)

Swift’s Fearless (Taylor’s Version) bumps 
17-8 with a little over 13,000 sold (up 123%), 
Money Man’s new Blockchain debuts at No. 
9 with 13,000 sold and Ed Sheeran’s former 
No. 1 = rounds out the top 10, falling 3-10 
with 12,000 sold (down 28%). 
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Polo G’s  
Michael Jackson 
Interpolation Hits 
Top 10 on Hot 
R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

P
olo G scores his fourth top 10 
on Billboard’s Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs chart as his new single, 
“Bad Man (Smooth Criminal),” 

debuts at No. 10 on the list dated Nov. 27.
“Bad Man” owes virtually all of its high 

debut to its 11.8 million U.S. streams in 
the week ending Nov. 18, according to 
MRC Data. That eight-figure sum yields a 
No. 8 start on R&B/Hip-Hop Streaming 
Songs and No. 6 on Rap Streaming Songs. 
In addition, it does manage to gain a few 
activity points from sales (1,000) in that 
same window, with negligible radio airplay 
contributions.

“Bad Man” becomes Polo G’s fourth 
top 10 appearance on Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs, following his 2019 breakthrough 
hit “Pop Out,” featuring Lil Tjay (No. 7), a 
featured role on the following year’s Juice 
WRLD and Marshmello’s “Hate the Other 
Side,” which also included The Kid LAROI 
in a supporting spot (No. 8) and his own 
“Rapstar,” which spent two weeks at No. 1 
in April.

As Polo G’s full single title signals, “Bad 
Man (Smooth Criminal)” interpolates the 
classic Michael Jackson single “Smooth 
Criminal.” The song, released as the sixth 
single from Jackson’s 1987 album Bad, 
peaked at No. 2 on Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs in December 1988 and at No. 7 on the 
all-genre Billboard Hot 100 the following 
month.

Plus, Jackson’s songwriting behind 
“Smooth Criminal” translates to a writing 
credit on “Bad Man” and gives the King of 
Pop his first top 10 visit as a writer since 

Jackson was featured on Drake’s “Don’t 
Matter to Me” in 2018. Even more: Jackson 
has written hit singles on Hot R&B/Hip-
Hop Songs chart since the 1970s, with suc-
cesses both as a member of the sibling group 
The Jacksons and for his own solo career. 
With the “Bad Man” credit, Jackson extends 
his top 40 writing streak on Hot R&B/Hip-
Hop Songs to a sixth decade.

Elsewhere, “Bad Man” arrives at No. 7 
on Hot Rap Songs and at No. 49 on the Hot 
100. (The gap between the entrances traces 
to a flood of debuts from Taylor Swift’s Red 
[Taylor’s Version] this week.)

“Bad Man” previews the upcoming deluxe 
reissue of Polo G’s 2021 album Hall of Fame, 
now rebranded as Hall of Fame 2.0. The 
updated project will add 14 new songs and 
is set for release on Dec. 3. In its original 
incarnation, Hall of Fame became Polo G’s 
first No. 1 on both the all-genre Billboard 
200 and the Top R&B/Hip-Hop Al-
bums chart when it debuted in the top slot 
in June. 

Adele’s ‘Easy  
On Me’ on Track 
For Another  
U.K. Chart Title
BY LARS BRANDLE

A
dele currently rules both U.K. 
charts, with 30 and its lead 
single “Easy On Me.” Don’t ex-
pect the pop superstar to give up 

her throne without a fight.
Based on early streaming and sales data, 

“Easy On Me” is on track for a seventh con-
secutive week at No. 1, further extending its 
lead as Adele’s longest reigning single.

“Easy On Me” leads the First Look up-
date, which ranks singles based on 48 hours 
of music consumption across the U.K.

Its nearest competition is another 30 re-
lease, “I Drink Wine,” which is set to lift two 
places to a new peak of No. 2.

Meanwhile, British rapper ArrDee is 
on the rise with ”Flowers (Say My Name),” 

which is up 7-3 and is the only track that 
currently stands in the way of an Adele 
trifecta, as her album track “Oh My God” 
dips 2-4.

The Christmas bells are ringing on the 
chart blast as Mariah Carey’s “All I Want 
For Christmas Is You” and Wham’s “Last 
Christmas” are set for a return to the Top 
10. Carey’s holidays classic lifts 24-6 while 
“Last Christmas” improves 28-9.

Both singles are becoming more popular 
as time moves on. Last year, both recordings 
topped the Official Singles Chart for the first 
time since their respective releases in 1994 
and 1984, the latter setting a new record.

The Official U.K. Singles Chart is pub-
lished late Friday, local time. 

Adele Aces 
Australian 
Chart Double
BY LARS BRANDLE

A
dele is unbeatable in the Land 
Down Under, where her al-
bum 30 (Columbia/Sony) starts 
in the top spot on the Australian 

chart, and “Easy On Me” returns to No. 1 on 
the national singles survey.

30 becomes Adele’s third leader on 
the ARIA Albums Chart, following 
2015’s 25, which logged eight weeks at No. 
1; and 2011’s 21, which ran a marathon 32 
weeks at the summit, the second longest 
reign in ARIA Charts history.

The “Adele Effect” can be felt up-and-
down both main charts.

With 30 blasting to No. 1, her three 
catalog albums all climb the chart: 25 rises 
11-7, 21 lifts 23-10 and 19 reenters at No. 29.

Nine tracks from Adele’s new LP debut 
in the current ARIA Top 50, including Top 
10 entries for “Oh My God” (No. 6) and “I 
Drink Wine” (No. 10). Also, her 2011 classic 
“Rolling In The Deep” (XL/Remote Con-
trol) returns to the chart at No. 46, giving 
the superstar singer a total of 11 songs in the 
ARIA Top 50.

“Easy On Me” improves 2-1 for a third 
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non-consecutive week at the ARIA Singles 
Chart summit.

Meanwhile, celebrated Australian singer 
and songwriter Paul Kelly debuts at No. 2 
with Paul Kelly’s Christmas Train (Gawdag-
gie/EMI), a holidays collection featuring 
guest vocals from Kasey Chambers, Dan 
Kelly, Emma Donovan, Lior, Vika & Linda 
Bull, Kate Miller-Heidke, Marlon Williams 
and more.

It’s the ARIA Hall of Famer’s eighth stu-
dio album in six years, and fifth of those to 
crack the Top Ten.

Finally, Bruce Springsteen makes his 
mark with The Legendary 1979 No Nukes 
Concerts (Columbia/Sony), which starts at 
No. 6. The Top 10 entry follows the official 
release of the “Legendary” live record-
ings, cut with the E Street Band at the 
September 1979 MUSE (Musicians United 
for Safe Energy) benefit concerts at Madison 
Square Garden in New York. 

Kylie Minogue’s 
‘Disco’ Swirls 
Back Onto Top 
Dance/Electronic 
Albums Chart
BY GORDON MURRAY

K
ylie Minogue dances back in at 
No. 2 on Billboard‘s Top Dance/
Electronic Albums chart (dated 
Nov. 27) with Disco, following 

the Nov. 12 release of the album’s expanded 
“Guest List Edition.” The set contains the 
original Disco album, which debuted at No. 1 
in November 2020, as well as new collabora-
tions and remixes of the original version’s 
singles.

This time around, Disco earned 5,000 
equivalent album units (up 1,286%), includ-
ing 4,000 from album sales, in the week 
ending Nov. 18, according to MRC Data. Last 
year, it opened with 19,000 units (15,000 
sold). The album, all versions combined, has 
earned 35,000 units to date.

Three of the songs new to the “Guest List 
Edition” have hit the Hot Dance/Electron-
ic Songs chart: “Real Groove,” with Dua 
Lipa (No. 15, January), “A Second to Mid-
night,” with Years & Years (No. 26, October), 
and “Kiss of Life,” with Jessie Ware (No. 49, 
November). Along with five tracks from the 
original release, Minogue totals eight of her 
14 career entries on the chart from the Dis-
co project (with the survey having begun 
in January 2013; Minogue first appeared 
on Billboard‘s charts in 1988).

Shifting to Dance/Electronic Digital 
Song Sales, Britney Spears, in the wake 
of the recent news of a Los Angeles judge’s 
termination of her conservatorship, muscles 
in at No. 5 with “Stronger,” up 1,161% to 
1,400 downloads sold. It’s a new peak for 
the track, which was first released in 2000 
and hit No. 11 on the Billboard Hot 100 in 
January 2001.

Dating to “3” (No. 6 peak upon the Dance/
Electronic Digital Song Sales chart’s Janu-
ary 2010 inception), Spears has accumulated 
21 appearances on the survey, including two 
No. 1s, each of which reigned for five weeks: 
“Till the World Ends” (2011) and “Scream & 
Shout,” with will.i.am (2013).

“Stronger” is also up 29% to 438,000 U.S. 
streams.

Meanwhile, on the Dance/Mix Show 
Airplay chart, Adele marches to her fifth 
top 10 with “Easy on Me” (12-7). A ballad in 
its original form, the song is earning signifi-
cant core-dance airplay, thanks to remixes, 
on KQPS (Channel Q) Palm Springs, Calif., 
and SiriusXM’s BPM. (The Dance/Mix 
Show Airplay chart measures radio airplay 
on a select group of full-time dance sta-
tions, along with plays during mix shows on 
nearly 80 top 40-formatted reporters.)

Previously, Adele achieved top 10 status 
on the chart with “Rolling in the Deep” (No. 
2, 2011), “Someone Like You,” (No. 5, 2011), 
“Set Fire to the Rain” (No. 3, 2012) and 
“Hello” (No. 1 for three weeks, 2015).

Additionally on Dance/Mix Show Airplay, 
Anabel Englund’s “Midnight Rapture” 
surges 17-8, becoming her fifth top 10. Her 
latest has an even higher standard to match, 
as each of her first four entries reached Nos. 
1 or 2: “So Hot” (No. 2, May 2020), “Picture 
Us” (No. 1, October 2020), “Underwater,” 

with MK (No. 1, this April), and “Waiting for 
You,” with Yotto (No. 2, July). 

Camila Cabello’s 
Heart Is in 
‘Havana’ & Her 
Music Video Is in 
YouTube’s Billion 
Views Club
BY KATIE ATKINSON

C
amila Cabello‘s “Havana” video, 
featuring Young Thug, has sur-
passed 1 billion views on You-
Tube, the video-sharing site 

announced Wednesday (Nov. 24).
The video was released in October 2017 

and the song topped the Billboard Hot 100 
in January 2018 — marking Cabello’s first 
No. 1 on the chart.

Of course, Cabello is no stranger to You-
Tube’s Billion Views Club. Before launch-
ing her solo career, Cabello was part of the 
girl group Fifth Harmony, which — as of 
August this year — has racked up a pair of 
videos with 2 billion views on the site: 2015’s 
“Worth It” and 2016’s “Work From Home.”

Cabello also racked up 1 billion views 
with her 2019 Shawn Mendes duet “Se-
ñorita,” which joined the club in April 2000. 
The former couple’s steamy duet also hit No. 
1 on the Hot 100.

Revisit the blockbuster music video 
below: 
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U2’s Edge 
Leading Rock 
Memorabilia Sale 
to Help Musicians
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

W
hen The Edge saw The 
Rolling Stones perform 
recently, his mask allowed 
him to go unrecognized as 

he watched guitarist Ron Wood from the 
front row.

“I have to say one of the benefits of mask 
wearing is it’s like a cloaking device if you’re 
a famous face,” the U2 guitarist recently 
told The Associated Press while promoting 
his Music Rising charity and its Dec. 11 
auction of famous guitars and other rock 
memorabilia to support New Orleans musi-
cians hit hard by the pandemic.

“Ronnie has donated a beautiful guitar to 
our auction. So, I was so stoked,” he said.

Founded by Edge and producer Bob 
Ezrin, the charity was started in 2005 
after Hurricane Katrina as a means of 
replacing instruments lost in the flood. Once 
the pandemic set it, it found a new mission.

“We want to try and reestablish the live 
music scene where it’s suffered a kind of 
major setback. So back in post-Katrina, we 
were replacing instruments. Now we’re not 
being that specific. We’re actually willing to 
just fund people’s livelihoods,” Edge said.

Two of Edge’s guitars that he’s played 
extensively on tour with U2 will be among 
those sold, including the instrument he calls 
the “One.”

“It’s a beautiful Les Paul and it’s actually 
a music rising Les Paul, part of … a limited 
edition of 300.”

The other is a custom designed Fender 
Stratocaster used while on tour to perform 
“Bad” and “Still Haven’t Found I’m Looking 
For.”

“They are real serious guitars that I’ve 
spent a lot of time playing and they’ll — 
they’ll be missed.”

Others donating guitars include Slash, 

Lou Reed, Steve Miller, and a bass from 
Paul McCartney. During the interview Edge 
held up a vintage photograph of McCartney 
playing the donated guitar in a studio while 
Stevie Wonder played the drums.

“This is two of my great heroes in the one 
shot and that bass guitar is going to be in the 
auction.”

Ezrin, who has produced a litany of 
classic rock artist from Alice Cooper and 
Aerosmith to Pink Floyd and Kiss. Each has 
donated memorabilia to the auction. But 
Ezrin says guitarist Paul Stanley personally 
had to search for his donation.

“Paul Stanley going down to the ware-
house to find the guitar because his guitar 
tech had passed away from COVID, as a 
matter of fact, and he had to go himself to 
go find the guitar that he wanted to give us,” 
Ezrin said.

Some of the offerings are currently on dis-
play at Van Eaton Galleries in the Sherman 
Oaks neighborhood of Los Angeles.

“We feel like this is a good moment as 
venues are just beginning to start to open 
up again to give these musicians the chance 
to get their equipment back in place and get 
playing again,” he said, noting that many 
musicians had to sell their instruments to 
survive.

As for U2, Edge says the band has no 
plans to go back on the road. That’s been 
fine by him since he’s been in a “songwriting 
and the compositional” phase that coincided 
with the lockdown and pandemic.

“I am suffering a little from survivor’s 
guilt because, you know, we didn’t have to 
cancel tours,” he said. “We didn’t have any-
thing public that we were planning for this 
period. And it’s just forced me to be at home 
working on new songs, which is exactly 
what I needed to do.”

When U2 does hit the road, he said he 
wants to make sure its safe for fans. He dif-
fers from other musicians like Eric Clapton, 
Van Morrison and Travis Tritt, who have 
resisted efforts by venues requiring proof of 
vaccination or proof of a negative COVID 
test.

“I find it very hard to fathom why you 
would be against it,” he said. While there’s 
no plans for the next U2 tour, Edge said he 
“there’s no question in my mind that that’s 

how, how we should deal with this. And I 
just I fail to see any logic to not supporting 
the whole idea of vaccinations.” 

Box Office: 
‘Encanto’ Eyes 
$40M-Plus 
Opening; ‘House 
of Gucci’ Sewing 
Up $22M
BY PAMELA MCCLINTOCK

H
ollywood and theater owners 
have reason to be thankful this 
holiday season, even if movie-
going has yet to return to pre-

pandemic levels.
Walt Disney Animation’s musical ad-

venture Encanto is succeeding in luring 
families back to the multiplex and is looking 
at a five-day Thanksgiving opening of $40 
million or more after grossing $11 million on 
Black Friday (Nov. 26).

Fueled by Latinos and an A CinemaS-
core, Encanto should boast the top show-
ing of the COVID-19 era for a family title. 
It is the first major animated studio title to 
receive an exclusive theatrical window since 
the pandemic struck in spring 2020 and 
opens as younger children are authorized to 
be vaccinated.

With original songs from Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, Encanto tells the tale of a Colom-
bian teenager who has to save her extended 
family’s magic, although she has no special 
gifts of her own. Byron Howard, Jared Bush 
and Charise Castro Smith directed.

The animated film’s voice cast includes 
Stephanie Beatriz, María Cecilia Botero, 
Wilmer Valderrama, Adassa, Diane Guer-
rero, Mauro Castillo, Angie Cepeda, Jessica 
Darrow, Rhenzy Feliz, Carolina Gaitán, Ravi 
Cabot-Conyers and John Leguizamo.

On Wednesday, Encanto opened at the 
domestic box office alongside MGM and 
United Artists’ adult-skewing drama House 
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of Gucci and Sony’s action-horror re-
boot Resident Evil: Welcome to Raccoon City. 
(The Thanksgiving corridor is one of the 
most lucrative moviegoing times of the year; 
holiday box office revenue this year looks to 
trail 2019 by about 44 percent)

House of Gucci is also doing better than 
expected, earning $5.9 million on Friday for 
a projected five-day debut of $22 million or 
more, the best showing of the pandemic era 
for an adult drama.

Like family films, adult-skewing films 
have been slow to recover from the CO-
VID-19 crisis.

A player in the awards race, House of 
Gucci stars Lady Gaga as the wife of fashion 
scion Maurizio Gucci, played by Adam 
Driver. Al Pacino and Jared Leto also star in 
this tale of murderous revenge, with Ridley 
Scott directing. It received a B+ from audi-
ences (one reason could be its 158-minute 
running time).

Another Thanksgiving winner is So-
ny’s Ghostbusters: Afterlife, which launched 
last weekend and held at No. 2 behind En-
canto. (House of Gucci is a strong No. 3).

Afterlife, which earned $9.8 million 
on Black Friday, is expected to gross $37 
million-plus for the five days, pushing its 
domestic tally to $90 million by Sunday.

Sony and Screen Gems’ reboot Resident 
Evil: Welcome to Raccoon City — about a 
group of survivors trying to survive a zom-
bie attack in their small town — is struggling 
in its debut.

Racoon City is looking at a sixth-place 
finish with a five-day opening of $8 million 
or more (Friday’s take was $2 million). The 
action-horror pic is directed by Johannes 
Roberts and stars Kaya Scodelario, Hannah 
John-Kamen, Robbie Amell, Tom Hopper, 
Avan Jogia, Donal Logue and Neal Mc-
Donough.

Warner Bros.’ King Richard, another 
Thanksgiving offering that opened oppo-
site Afterlife last weekend, is expected to 
fall to No. 7 in its second weekend to finish 
Sunday with a subdued domestic cume of 
$11 million-plus.

The awards contender, starring Will 
Smith as Richard Williams, the father of Ve-
nus and Serena Williams, still hopes to build 
at the box office thanks to stellar reviews 

and 99 percent exit scores. King Richard is 
also available on HBO Max.

Paul Thomas Anderson’s Licorice Pizza is 
making headlines at the specialty box of-
fice as it opens this weekend in exclusive 
70mm runs in four theaters in New York 
and Los Angeles. The MGM and UAR title 
is expected to post a per theater average of 
$84,000, by far the best of the pandemic era 
and a huge boost for the struggling arthouse 
market.

Updated numbers will be released Sunday 
morning.

This article was originally published by The 
Hollywood Reporter. 

Bob Dylan 
Artwork Show 
Opens in 
Miami, New 
Cinema Paintings
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

B
ob Dylan has been telling stories 
through songs for 60 years. But 
recently America’s master lyricist 
has also captured moments in 

a new series of paintings that, just like his 
songs, are intimate and a bit of a mystery.

The most comprehensive exhibition of 
the Nobel laureate’s visual art to be held in 
the U.S. goes on display on Tuesday (Nov. 
30) in Miami at the Patricia & Phillip Frost 
Art Museum. Forty new pieces by the 
80-year-old songwriter will be showcased 
for the first time.

The exhibition with more than 180 acryl-
ics, watercolors, drawings and ironwork 
sculptures will kick off the same week as 
Art Basel Miami Beach and will run through 
April 17 with no future stops announced yet. 
Tickets are $16 and are booked by hourly 
slots.

“Retrospectrum” includes some of Dylan’s 
works from the 1960s, starting with pencil 
sketches he made of his songs such as 
“Highway 61 Revisited” and “Like a Roll-

ing Stone.” His pieces, loaned from private 
collections around the world, also include 
abstract sketches from the 1970s, and covers 
six large rooms. But the vast majority was 
created in the past 15 years.

“He was recognized in every possible 
way as a writer, as a composer, as a singer, 
as a performer and so on. It is now that the 
audience sees also the last element,” said 
Shai Baitel, who conceived the show as the 
artistic director of the Modern Art Museum 
Shanghai, where it debuted. “Dylan is able 
to express himself in so many ways.”

A breathtaking giant canvas of a sunset in 
Monument Valley on the Utah-Arizona line 
serves as an introduction to Dylan’s newest 
works. He has mentioned his admiration 
of Western movie director John Ford, who 
used that same iconic landscape in many of 
his films.

Past the wall with the painting of the 
reddish buttes is a room with the new series 
called Deep Focus, named after a technique 
in cinematography where nothing is blurred 
out.

“All these images come from films. They 
try to highlight the different predicaments 
that people find themselves in,” Dylan is 
quoted as saying in one of the walls. “The 
dreams and schemes are the same — life as 
it’s coming at you in all its forms and shapes.

Dylan offers a lot of city life the way 
Ashcan School artists advocated when they 
depicted realistic images of people’s hard-
ships at the turn of the 20th century.

A jazz band plays in a colorful club in one 
of the paintings; a gray-haired man counts 
wads of cash in another. He depicts two men 
fighting in a boxing match and portrays a 
woman sitting alone at a bar drinking and 
smoking with an intriguing look on her face.

Linking the images of Dylan’s latest works 
to specific movies will take some internet 
sleuthing.

Richard F. Thomas is a Harvard Univer-
sity classicist who has studied and written 
about Dylan. He said in an essay for the 
exhibit that he found online references 
tying one of the paintings showing a man 
in a black leather jacket pouring sugar on 
his coffee to a scene at a diner in the 1981 
film The Loveless, where actor Willem Dafoe 
embodies a biker.
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Thomas found a scene from the 1971 
movie Shaft with actor Richard Roundtree 
ordering street food in Times Square. Other 
new works show cowboys, men in under-
shirts and barber’s poles, another recurring 
object used by Dylan.

“Just like the scenes he has been creat-
ing in songs for all these years, the scenes 
of Deep Focus will keep Dylan scholars busy 
in the years to come,” Thomas wrote.

Besides the works in his new series, other 
works that will be shown in Miami have 
been previously exhibited in places such as 
the Halcyon Gallery and the National Por-
trait Gallery in London.

Previous paintings reflect images of 
America from the point of view of a road 
traveler. Realistic depictions of diners, 
motels, marquees, gas stations and railway 
tracks appear frequently throughout his 
artwork.

“It’s almost like looking at a pamphlet of 
his memories,” Baitel, the artistic director, 
said.

Dylan has also experimented with 
perspective, seemingly imitating the work 
of Vincent Van Gogh in “The Bedroom” to 
paint corners of a New York City apartment. 
And he has done variations by drawing the 
same characters changing the color of the 
backdrops and their clothing, or just depict-
ing them at a different time of the day, like 
Claude Monet’s Rouen Cathedral series.

The exhibit has some interactive displays 
for music fans. The 64 cards with words 
from the lyrics of “Subterranean Homesick 
Blues” that he flipped through in one of 
the earliest music videos ever made were 
framed and lined up in eight columns by 
eight rows, while the clip is played on loop.

It’s not yet clear whether Dylan, who is 
currently on tour for his 39th album, Rough 
and Rowdy Ways, will pay a visit.

Jordana Pomeroy, director of the Patricia 
& Phillip Frost Art Museum, said it will be 
its first ticketed event since the museum 
first opened in 2008. The Florida Interna-
tional University will be holding a sympo-
sium on Dylan inviting scholars to discuss 
the songwriter’s entire body of work.

“That’s the treatment we are going to give 
Bob Dylan,” Pomeroy said. 
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